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CHAPTER
I
IlffiOOOCTIOB
Statement, Rt .:ta. problem.--It was the purpose ot this st~
determine what aquatic

pl.ants were

COIIDlon

the ecological

that control

their

throughout

factors

to central

to

Utah an4 to outline
The main emphasis

distribution.

has been upon the more macroscopic aquatic

plants.

Such algae

were included as was warranted b1 their size, abun4ance and importance in

the various habitats

in which the1 grew.

As this study progressed it became evident that there was a need

tor a broad surve1•t1P9 st~
essential.17

ot the aquatic plants that would include

et the wet lands ot the central Utah region.

all

are highl.1 variable

as to source,

plant populations.

Furthermore,

since their

of most waters ot the Wasatch tront,
trui ttul

st~

where a contribution

The area of study closel1
Oount7, al though some collections
cularl1

to the east,

and ph,sical

chemical

variabilit1

These waters

constitution

and

is quite typical

the7 appeared to otter a place ot
biology could be made.

to Utah aquatic
corresponds

to the boundaries ot Utah

were made outside the count7, parti-

in Wasatch Count1.

spring ot 1955 when the study stations

The stuq

was initiated

were chosen.

in the

Field work was dme

daring the summersot 1956, 1957, and 1959.
Plants

included

is ia

degrees ot dependenc7 upon their
minerals

and gases.

gtud.y.

Aquatic plants

exhibit

several

.tl.uid environment tar support and disaol:ved

Those included in this

1

st~

were ot the free-floating,

2

suspended, submerged-attached, and emergent types.

The noating

and suspended

are so lacking in supporting tissue that they must be entirely

varieties

supported by the water.

Gaseous exchange is made with the water as well.

The submerged-attached variety are anchored in the soil substrate

and

derive mineral ions from the soil while carbon dioxide and oxygen exchange

is made directly

terrestrial.

with the water.

species in habit.

The emergent aquatics most nearly approach

They are rooted in the wet soil and have

shoots that project through a variable depth or water to the surface and
beyond. Jlany such aquatics possess an aerencbyma tissue consisting
tubes through which OJl:1'gen
passes from the upper leaves to the roots.
Typically the epidermal tissues

and

associated

comparison to more land-dwelling species.
wise less well developed.
not included in this

or

cuticle are thinner in

Strengthening

fibers are like-

species growing in wet soil were

Terrestrial.

study.

Review Rf.ll!l literature.--A

review or the literature

general paucity or research in botanical

linmology in Utah.

reveals a
The eal'l.iest

and perhaps most important study was done by Cottam ( 2) in 1926.

a comprehensive, descriptive

ecological

His was

study or the flora or Utah Lake

and the surrounding lands of Utah Valley.

The algae were not considered

but his study did include many of the aquatic higher plants.

He reported

in the marshformation of the lake. The
pendweed association included the following species: Potamogeton
n.llthree aquatic plant associations

formis,

Potamogeton w:aelongws, Batra.chiumtrichopayllum, Ceratophyllum

4emersum, Zannicbellia palustris,

Potamogeta interior,

Lena

ms,

Lemnatrisyl.ca, Spirodela polyrhiza, Azolla care!1»1ana, and fill!t!.
bulrush-cattail-reed

association

was composed primarily or Scirpws yal.idp.

Ty:phalatifolia,, ItRlll angustif'olia,
association

included societies

The

and Ehragmites eopmrpnis. The sedge

or RoripPf:, Berula, folygcmUJll,

J

3
Sagittaria,

and Carexo

He reported

increased

in salinity

increased

use of stream water fc,r irrigation

subsequent

outfall

from earlier

that Utah Lake water had greatl7
times o He ascribed

or such studies

studies

algae she found in certain
Uinta ranges in Utaho

Norrington

times larger

a list

canyonso

to human influences
and more natural.

to alterations

of physical

of algae from these regions

Emigration

He found algal

in the habitat.

factors

on periodicity

were most important

stlldy' was a direct
aquatic

lite

effort

populations

three

canyon and attributed
study

in certain

algal

the

populations

and the length

algal

periodicity

of the
o One

to note the ef'f'eet of human influences

concerned with the aquatic

insects,

in

can7on streams had

(8) who investigated

in determining

forms in the Provo River.

undredged portions

populations

The most recent

at Salem Lakeo He concluded that the temperature
photoperiod

the

while those of Red Butte canyon

of Utah algae was completed in 1958 by Pratt
effects

(7) in 19Z7, reported

in Red Butte canyon than in Emigration

these differences

the presence

Samuelson (10) has compared the algal

streams in Red Butte and Emigration
been highly subjected

One or the

mountain lakes and streams of the Wasatch and

Her paper included

notes.

disturbed

have been made.

of algae in Utah Lake, many of which had

for the area.

never been reported

were less

of farm land and its

was made by Snow (11) who reported

of 49 genera and 127 species

with ecological

to the

into the lake.

A number of phycological
earliest

this

upon

Du.stans (3) work was mainly

however, as noted in dredged and

of the river.

A study of the flora

of the Great Salt Lake region was reported

by

Flowers (5) in 19.34. He analyzed the waters of the Great Salt Lake for
gross mineral content,

hydrogen-ion

presence

salt

of particular

concentration,

compoundso He reported

turbidity

and for the

the occurrence

of six

4
species or algae in the lake and only one aquatic seed plant,

Potamogeton

pectinatuso
Tanner (13) in 1930 and 1931 reported in a series
the changing physical and chemical characteristics
over a 20-year period.
present in the lake.

of two papers

of Utah Lake water

Some 26 species of algae were listed
He further

noted ~t

the salinity

as being

of the lake

water had quadrupled in the 20-year interval.
Wa.kefiel.d (14) conducted a study
the Utah Lake shoreline
was rapidly receding.

He

the natural habitat

Salix, Tamarix, and Populll§o
area.--The white
tor irrigatien,

for f"lood control and roadbank protection,

or the

man

has done much to

or aquatic species in the last 100 years.

diversion and dammingor rivers

aquatics

The

the dredging ot rivers

and the pollution

in several complex ds.maging effects

or streams
upon the

area.

The study areas from which data were obtained can
classified

changes on

noted that newly exposed shoreline was soon

Description Ji!~~

and lakes have resulted

successional

over a six-year period when the lake waterline

occupied by Xa.nthium, Salsola,

alter

or the

as given below.

be

conveniently

They include most places having a perennial

surface water f"low or aecumulatien.,

The distribution

of the sites

is

shown on a map ot Utah co,mty ( figure 1).

Perennial River Drainage Areas

Waters of this category are the principal
Utah Lake.

streams that now into

Beginning at the north and proceeding southward, the7 are

American Fork River, Battle Creek, Grove Creek, Provo River, Hobble Creek,
Spanish Fork River, Peteetneet,

Santaquin and Currant Creeks.

The upper

Jordan River that drains Utah Lake to the north wa.s also included.

5
Provo River has a drainage area of 640 square miles that extends
from the western reaches or the Uinta Mountains through the Wasatch
Mountains at about 40 degrees, 25 minutes north latitude,
Its waters drain siliceous

to Utah Lake.

soils in its upper reaches and calcareous

soils in the lower areas through the Wasatch front.
Spanish Fork River drains a watershed about equal to that of
Provo River, but does not have so great a discharge.
Summit, and, after

joining two main tributaries,

It rises near Soldier

lorth and Thistle Creeks,

it nows down a canyon through the main ridge of the Wasatch Mountains and
enters Utah Lake at the head. of a large embayment of the lake that extends
between Payson and Springville.
calcareous in nature.

Mountains of its watershed are principally

The balance of the streams mentioned are comparatively

small, with the exception of .AmericanFork River.
Highland~
Lakes situated

at elevated locations

in the Wasatch Range of the

study area include Payson Lakes adjacent to the lebo Scenic Loop road east
of It.

Nebo, and Salamander Leke

the eastern slope of It.

Timpanogos.

Ponds
Lowland Iajces .!.:DSJ
The largest

single lowland lake is Utah Lake, situated

in Utah Valley.

It receives water from a drainage area covering some 2,600 square miles.
On the average it has a length

of 21 idles,

maximumsurface area of 93,000 acres.
f'eet, with a maximumof 13 feet.
variable

due to variations

and evaporation losses.

Its average depth is about 8

The size of Utah Lake is highly

of precipitation,

infl.ow, outflow for irrigation,

Perhaps more note has been taken of the changes

in Utah Lake than other aquatic habitats
represented

a width of 7 miles, and a

of the area.

Cart~

(1) has

it to have been a beautitul. body of water of great clarity

and lush aquatic populations during the early days or manI s habitation

of Utah Valley.

6

Mrs. Nellie Harris has related

Lake when it was clear and blue in color.,
its waters~

Today the lake shows little

Its most evident characteristic
storm can

be

times ot swimmingin Utah

Large trout were caught from
resemblance to such a picture.

at present is high turbidityo

.A wind

observed to whip the lake into a turbid mixture.

the colloidal

Due

to

nature of the bottom sediment it hardly commencessettling

when more wind action again repeats the cycle~

Dro Vasco Tanner has

expressed to the writer the opinion that the introduction

of carp and

other herbivorous fishes has been partly responsible

for the loss of the

aquatic populations which formerly provided stability

to the lake floor.

The principal

standing bodies or water, other than Utah Lake,

are Lehi Pond and Salem Lakeo

Lehi Pond is located about midway between

Lehi and American Fork cities,

one-fourth mile south of U. Se Highway 9lo

It receives water from several artesian

J

and surface sources and drains

southward into Utah Lake., Salem Lake is located at Salem, Utah, in the
southern portion of the county and is bisected on its lower end by
Highway 91.

Nearly all waters are derived from deep artesian

that eventually

drain in a northwesterly

One additional

direction

sources

into Utah Lakee

aquatic environment of interest

includes a series.

of ponds commonlycalled Goshen WarmSprings, located 6 miles east of
Goshen about one-half mile south of highway 6.
were taken at a variety
Tanner Reservior,

of additional

Genola Reservior,

sites,

and samples

..

such as Goshen Reservior,

Spring Lake, and a nmber of sloughs

and farm ponds dotted throughout the area.
located west of Fairfield,

Collections

Also included was a spring

in Cedar Valley.

Geology:.--Utah Valley is situated
•
extreme eastern part of the Great Basin.

•

in north-central

U~ah in the

The Wasatch Range, the western-

most of the Rocky Mountain system, borders the valley on the east..

A

______i.

relativeiy

7

low range, the East Tintic Range, borders the valley on the

southwest, the Oquirrh range on the northwest.
the Traverse Mountain which constitutes

Its northern border is

a natural

dam to Utah Lake,

while the southern border is a low plateau of alluvial
During Pleistocene

times Utah Valley was occupied by Lake Bonneville,

a predecessor ot Great Salt Lake and Utah Lake.
sediment underlies

the valle7,

series

that indicate

of terraces

fill.

Almost fiat unconsolidated

the borders of which are marked b7 a unique

the various shorelines

of the old lake.

For a better understanding or the Wasatch mountains as contributors
to modern streams, the writer quotes from Richardson's

(9) description

ot

the geology ot the region as follows:
"The Wasatch Mountains are composed of a complex mass or sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks that have been folded and
faulted.
In age the rocks range from precambrium to tertiary and
constitute a thiclmess of about 50,000 feet. In the •narrows•
where the Jordan River non through the Traverse Mountains,
practicall7 horizontal Pleistocene gravels, which form the great
embaymentat the point ot the mountain, are unconformable7 underlain near the river level b7 fine-textured sediments that dip southeastward at an angle ot 40°. The rocks in general are
quartzite and limestone of Carboniferous age, but local Cambrium
sediments also occur. The highlands that border the valleys of
Utah Lake and Jordan River on the west are for the most part
composed of the same rocks that occur in the Wasatch Mountains,
but the structural relations are completely hidden by the deep
tilling of the intervening valleys.
The Lake Mountains or Pelican
Hills, west of Utah Lake, are composed ot Carboniferous limestone
and quartzi tea which._constitute a low sy:aclinal fold, and are
separated trom the Traverse Mountains by a narrow strip of
The East Tintic Range, a complex mass ot
Pleistocene deposits.
sedimentary and igneous rocks forms the southwestern border of
Utah Lake Basin. The low spur ot the Tintic Mountains lmown as
Long Ridge lies south of Goshen and consists of .Andesite in its
southern part, while southeast dipping Carboniferous limestone
outcrop in the gorge ot Currant Creek.•
During Tertiar7

time the general area was occupied by oceanic

waters covering Paleozoic sediments many thousands of feet deep.
late Tertiary brought crustal

movements that caused the formation ot

several lakes that were fed in Quarternary times by glaciers.
Bonneville constitutes

The

Lake

the last large body' of water to occupy a region

that was destined later

8

to become a desert.

Lake Bonne-ville occupied

a considerable part ot western Utah and extended into adjacent parts
of Nenda and Idaho.

During the late Quarternary times, there was a

gradual receding of the lake level etil

its present remnants were

formed, the Great Salt Lake and Utah Lake.

According to liehardson,
region reveal the following facts:

past studies on water som,ces

or the

"'l'he ederground water supply or the valleys or Utah Lake is
maintained by the snow and rain that tall upon their drainage
areas. A remarkable series ot thermal springs is associated
with the great fault at the western base of the Wasatch Mountains.
These occur at intervals along the entire extent ot the range,
and other warm springs, which may also have a connection with
faults, are located within_the area under consideration.
Association with faults suggest a deep,-seated origin, which
accounts t• the high temperature ot the water.•

CHAPTER
II
METHOll3AND MATERIALS

Research Design.--Several

features

ot the habitat were studied

including dissolved oxygen content, hydrogen-ion concentration,
water depth, gross mineral content and temperature.

Current speed of many

streams was noted where it was thought pertinent.
along a transect

at five to ten meter intervals.

at a large number or stations
existing

turbidity,

Such data were taken
Measurements were made

in order to give a rather broad picture of

conditions.
The vegetation was measured at the study stations

l>resence, frequency along the transect,

and relative

Measurement !2t im gvironmant.--The

ro:rspecies

abundance.

oxygen content was determined

by the Rideal-Steward modification of the Winkler method tor dissolved
oxygen determination.
one-liter

The water samples· were obtained as follows:

bottle and a 250-milliliter

a

bottle were secured in a wooden

frame and connected by means of rubber tubing attached to short lengths

ot glass tubing extending through rubber stoppers.

A second piece of

glass tubing in the stopper of the larger bottle was connected to a
,

root length of rubber tubing.
from the top by a rope.

This apparatus was weighted and suspended

By closing the upper end of the rubber tubing

the apparatus could be lowered without water entering the bottle.
release

4-

With

of the tubing the water at the desired depth was admitted first

to the small bottle

from which it passed into the larger bottle.

time the larger bottle was filled

By the

with water, the water of the smaller
9

10

bottle had been completely changed more than tour times, thus avoiding
great error which may have been associated with direct sampling with a
sample bottle.

anr

Preliminary preparation was completed in the field in

order that a long storage period would not cause a serious change in the
oxygen content or the sample.

Final titration

was done in the laborator7.

Temperature detel"111nations were made with a Taylor Six-model maximum-minimum
thermometer.
appreciable ditterence

Since waters of rivers and streams showed no

in temperature from surface to bottom, due to the

mi:xing action of the stream flow, only surface determinations were made.
In measuring stream water temperature,

a water sample was obtained in a

gallon container into which the thermometer was placed tor two minutes
before a reading was made. lhen measuring a standing body or water a
surface temperature was noted and, in addition,

a minimumtemperature

from either the bott0111or at the lowest zone or the aquatic plant distribution.

In lake or pond use, the instrument was weighted tor sul:Dergence.

The instrument was read while the bulb was sul:Derged in the water.
An estimate of minerals dissolved in the waters was obtained

through conductivity measurment made with the use of a salt bridge
meter.

The water sample cup of the meter was tilled

a clear glass sampling bottle,
usual manner. The results

to level f'ull from

and the determinations were made in the

were expressed in parts per million.

All hydrogen-ion concentration

determinations were made with the

BeckmanpH meter in the laboratory.
Turbidity- was measured with a Secchi disk, an instrument devised
to show the depth to which light
The current

can be seen to penetrate water.

speed or rivers

or streams was measured by floating

a white, thin wooden disk along a meter stick held parallel
and noting the distance covered per second.

to the current

11

Plant studies--The vegetation was measured through the use of a
continuous or an interrupted

belt transect

ot contiguous quadrats one

meter square placed to bisect as many of the aquatic species present as
possible • The interrupted

belt transect

exceeded 100 meters in length.
each quadrat of the transect.
in the results

section.

proportion of' the stations

the transect

Occurrence of each species was noted 1n
Frequency data are graphically
Sample presence was calculated

presented
as the

at which the species occurred •. Abundance of

each species was estimated at each station

Representative

when

Species presence was determined for the entire

sample at each of the stations.

of abundance as folltms:

was only used

ubiquitous,

according to five ntegories

abundant, frequent,

occasional, rare.

specimens of species studied are at the Brigham Young

University Herbarium.
Location

etations--The

location

ot the study stations

b7

range, township and section are given in the table below. Bach will be
referred

:to by name and number, as seem desirable,

A map of Utah County showing tbe location

in Figure 1.

ot

throughout this paper.

the study stations

1n shown
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TABLE 1

LOCATION
OF STUDISTATIONS

Station
Hmnber
1

2

3
4

5

Station

Hue

Oxbow Pon«

Jordan River
.AmericanFork Biver
Artesian marsh
Utah Lake

14

Utah Lake spring
Salaman4er Lake
Riverside pond
Roadei4e slough
West Lehi Pone!
Slough
leadow marsh
Provo Biver
Provo River

19

Fan poail
Big Dl-7 Creek
Utah Lake

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

15
- 16
17
18

20
21.
22

23

24
25

26'
'Z'l

· 28

29
30

31

32

33

Pothole

Slough

Mud Lake

Utah Lake

Provo River
Upper Pa79ca Late
Lower Pa7son Lake
lillraee
Ironton Pond
Vivian Park pond
Burt Spring Pond
Salem Pond
Genola Reeervior
Goshen Springs
Goshen Reservior
Goshen pothole

Station Location
S.E. quarter or ••etion 26, T .4 S ., R.l ••
S .B. quarter ot section 26, T .4 S., R.1 W.

I.W. quarter ot section
H.W.quarter ot section
s.w. quarter ot section.
s.w. quarter ot section
s.w. quarter ot section
s.w. quarter ot section
s.w. quarter ot section
S.&. quarter or section
S.E. quarter ot section
s.w. quarter ot section
H.W.quarter ot section
S.E. quarter ot section
S.E. quarter ot section

32, T.4
17, T.5
5~ T.7
5, T.7
34. T .4
7, T.5
15, T.5
16, T.5

s.,
s.,

s.,

R.2 E•
R.1 E.

R.1 E.
E.
R.3 B.

s., R.1

s.,
s., R.4 E.
s., R.1 B.
s., R.1 E.

5, T.7 s., R.2 E.

19, T.6

s., R.3 B.

24, T.6 S., R.2 E.
'Z'!, T.5 s., R.3 B.
9, T.7 s., R.2 E.

s.w. quarter or section 10, T.7 s., R.2 E.
s.w. quarter ot section 10, T.7 s., R.2 E.
S.E. quarter ot section 11, T.7 s., R.2 I.
s.w. quarter ot section 16, T.7 s., R.2 E.
section 22, 'f .7 s., R.2 E
I.E. quarter of .section 5, T.7 s., R.2E.

S.B. quarter ot section
section
section
S.E. quarter ot section
s.w. quarter of section
center of section
s.w. quarter or section
N.E. quarter of section
s.w. quarter or section
s.w. quarter or section
N.W. quarter or section
N.W. quarter ot section

s.,

0

5, T. 7
R.2 E,
19, T.lOS., R.3 lo
19, T.lOS., R.3 B.

36, T.6 s., R.2 E.

21, T.7
26, T.5
1, T.8
11, T.8
34, T.9
8, T.9
15, T.8
15, T.9

s.,
s.,
s.,
s.,
s.,
s.,
s.,
s.,

R.3 E.
R.3 B.
R.3 .E.
R.2 E.
R.2 E.
R.1 Eo
R.1 ••
R.1 ••

CHAPTER
III
RESULTS

.ll1 ot the quantitative

measurements ot the vegetation

ment were made during the month ot August, 1959.
11 ebaracteristically

conditions

warm with clear

other than thie prevailed

skys.

and environ-

The weather in J.\1g\11t

.l note has been made where

on a particular

day.

The time ot

&17 for the environment measurements ia given in order to determine hoar

coaparable
transects

'\he temperature

data are between the various

were used at each station

with the exception

13, 19, 21, 22, and .32 where two transects
,,The physical
a transect

profile

die solved OX7gen content

at the positions
The vegetation

mineral concentrations

and its

are reported

The
below the

where the samples were taken.

The

shown.

data are reported

but not leeated

Sumarization

points.

ot the water ie usually reported within the

quenc7 and abundance or each species

plant specie•

5, 6,

upon the framework ot

in degrees 1-hrenhei t at selected

at poin'ta, along the tranaec'\

at the station

ot stations

which shows the depth ot the water along the transect

hydrogen-ion and dissolved

profile

Single

were used.

and chem.cal data are reported

and water temperature
profile

station•.

in tabular

along the transect.

along the transect

o:t the water conditions

greatest

form showing the treSpecie• present

are also listed.

associated

with each aquatic

ab1Jndance are shown on table

ot aquatic plant species

by station

area trequenc7.

collected

is shown on table

730 .l li•t

74 along with their

i:n the study area but not tound a\ an,14

15
of the study stations
cipal

aquatic

plants

are also included.

1

notes for the prin-

of the area commence on page 64.
Station

Station

Ecological

Observations

August 21, 1959

8:00 Al

Jordan Oxbow Pond

The water or the pond was derived
pond was open and unshaded, located

from underground sources.

in a deep pocket protected

from the

The pond margin was canposed mostly of typha and scirpus.

wind.

Seechi disk disappeared
StatiOll

The transect
Current

10:00 AM

was located

speed along the transect

on the depositing
was • 25 meters/

disappeared

at a depth of 8 inches.

3

American Fork River

Station

and moving at a rate

present

in the stream proper.

Station

4

sec • The Seechi disk

11:00 All

August 6, 1959

The borders

ot the stream were quite shaded.

The plant

Scant plant lite

The water

sec.

3:00 PM

The water or the marsh was derived
the y•ar•

boulders.

of 1 meter/

.Artesian Marsh

flows throughout

August 21, 1959

shore ot the river.

The bottom of the stream was composed of large
was clear

The

at a depth of 32 inches.

Jordan liver

2

The

August 6, 1959

from an artesian

population

was

source that

was a lush growth of

emergent aquatics.
Station_j

Utah Lake

11:00 All

August 5, 1959

/

16
The Seechi disk was visible
level had been receding.

The water

to a depth of 15 inches.

The station

was located on the eroding shore of

the lake.
Station

6

Utah Lake Spring

The water of the north-south

12:00 noon
transect

August 21, 1959

was derived trom an artesian

source which followed a channel to the southern tip ot the transect
then meandered through a seirpus belt in an eastward direction
L.ake. Transect 2 of this station

Station 7

measured its east-west
2:00 PM

Salamander Lake

The Seechi disk was visible
were present in the lake.

and

to Utah

composition.
August 20, 1959

at a depth of 21. inches.

The lake was formed by a natural

Salamanders
pocket in which

the water table was exposed throughout the year.
Station 8

Riverside Pond

August 22, 1959

11:00 All

The water level had receded just previous to visiting
ill

submerged aquatics looked in very poar condition.

the station.

The water came trom

surface runoff which was caught in a depression formed by a road embankmenta
Station

2

Lehi Slough

.3:00 PM

August 21, 1959

The slough had slow-moving clear water that was choked with vegetation.

The water came from an artesian

source.

were high and no hm.an or animal influences

Station 10

West Lehi Pond

The banks of the slough

were evident but those or muskrats.

10:00 AM

The Seechi disk disappeared at a depth of 4 feet.

August 20, 1959
The entire transect

17

area was well shaded and undisturbed.

to the shore areas of shallow water depth.

Aquatics were limited
Station

Carp were present in the pond.

8:00 AM

Slough

11

August 25, 1959

The channel of the slough was formed by a roadbank on the west and

an excavated wall on the east.
The water surface was

or the

It was situated
same elevation

was derived from the water table.

200 yards from Utah Lake.

as the lake suggesting that it

The Seechi disk disappeared at a depth

of 22 inches.
Station 12

leadow larsh

10:00 Al

The marsh was formed in the 1 ower end of a pasture.
received from a canal supplied water from Provo River.
of the pasture had the following properties:

August 25, 1959
The water was
Water at the inlet

a pH of 7.9, a dissolved

oxygen content of 4.7 ppm, a dissolved mineral content of 195 ppm and a
temperature of 60 degrees F.

The marsh showed evidence of being walked

through by cows. The lower end of the marsh had extremely mucky soils.
Station 13
The station

Provo River

bottom of the stream.

The station

Bridge.

The Seechi disk was visible

at the

luch of the stream was exposed to sunlight for a

good portion of the day.

14

August 2.3, 1959

was located along a fast moving section of the •river

bottom• at the Carterville

Station

9:00 AM

The bottom was composed of rocks and boulders.

Provo River

9:00 AM

August 22, 1959

was located on the river in the canyon at the wooden

dam below Vivian Park.

The Seechi disk disappeared at a depth of .6 '

18

.3 meter•/ 1ec. in the center ot the cbam>.eL

The current

15

Station

'!'he

wu formed by a pocket at the airport

pond seemec! to be f'ormed b7 the aurtace

was extremely mucky and smelly.

'!'he reagenta

16

Slough

waa derived

surface

17

Station

The Seechi disk was

The hydrodiet7on

aquatics.

formed a continuous mat below the

:
1arm Pond

the owner daped

to prcmote plankton growth.

The plant growth wu lmcuriant.

rich in plankton bllt free of'

of the bottom-attached
vegetation

pond.

Earlier

aome '27 truck loads of' manure into the pond

pond wa• derived from the Provo River through irrigation
water

l

August 12, 1959

9:00AM

The pond waa ma.n-madeformed by 1-ta owner aa a tiahing
in the ,-.r

it•

The slough wu tltl.17 covered with

to a dep\h of' 3 f'eet.

11pirodela and azol.la.

or one meter.

from Provo River after

paaaage through a aeriea ot irrigation
only viaible

data waa

Auguat 11, 1959

11:00 All

The water ot the atation

The bottom

tor the diaeol'Ved oxygen

The Seechi di1k waa barel7 'Visible at a depth

S;ytiu

The

ot the water 'table.

nP+,ill'rlllinatione did not respond in the wsual t'aahion so no

oMained.

!uguat 13, 1959

10100 B

Pothole

formed which greatly

later

ditches.

of the
The

awspenaion.

wu dif'f'ieul t due to the heaV7 cover aurtace
the water.

•

Station

18

The station

.

19

Big Dr7 Creek
wu located

water was slow-moving.

lOsOO All

along a wide section

ot the creek where the

the water ot the creek.

Provo River supplied

The

1

l!ltation wu eaaential.17 covered with cladophora which overlayed denae

ot elodea.

f'orests

The water ot quads 1 through 12 wu derived from zder-

ground sources which then tlowed into the main stream channel.

•a• so tilled

that eurrent speed was impossible t.o measure.

with vegetation

In general terms, it seemedto

19

Station

110Te

ver7 slowl7.

Utah Lake

August 13, 1959

9:00 All

The water level had been rapidly- receding

at this

atation.

hU1111oeksot pot.amogeton were obaerved on the expoaed shoreline.

disk was only- visible
Station

20

The stream

Man7
The Seechi

to a depth of' 6 inches.

J

J

llud Lake-arm of' Utah Lake

The station wu located 1n perhapa the moat turbid body- of' water
in the eount.7.

The Seechi disk wu visible

to a depth or only- 4 inches.

A surve7 ot 600 yards ot the moist shoreline
A boat tour or the lake tailed

mtua.

There were several

revealed

ne expesed aquatic].

to reveal any aquatics other than Sgirpp

hundred carp observed in this

study' which

the bottom ail t at ever7 movement.

stirred

Utah lake

21

Station

Tranaec"t l
Traneeot

wa1

2 was situated

shoreline.
extra-transect

uaed to sample the vegetation
to reveal

August 14, 1959

1:00 PII

the aquatics

of-the

The Seeebi diak ,_flaappeared at a depth
aurve7 1n deeper water revealed

of' the shallow water.
recently

or S inches.

no viaible

expoaed

aquatics.

A wide

--

20

Stati~
The tranaeet
river

was situated

juat previous

so as to measure th• vegetation

to entr7 into Utah Lake.

The Seechi disk di•aappeared

shore.

23

Station

disk was visible
west end

or the

ot ._he

were obsernd

in

to a 2 meter zone near the

at a depth of 8 inch•••

10:00 AM

Upper Paya on Lake

Thia wu a naturally-

No aquatioa

but were limited

the main ehannel of the river

J.uglllt 14, 1959

9:00 JI

Provo R1Ter

August 15, 1959

formed lake with a. muck7 bottom.

The Seechi

The "1-anaeet waa located

to a depth of .32 inch•••
lake where a atream entered.

at the

The day- or aampl7ing wu

cool and cloudy.

LowerPayaon Lake

Station

2:00 PM

The lake waa man-made with a rocky bottan.

at a depth of 2 metera.

vi.aible

Auguat 15, 1959

The Seechi diak waa

The day was cool and cloudy.

J. weaterl7

wind had blown a dense cover of lemna into the east end of the lake where
it was piled in heaV7 mmuaocu.

25

Station

Millrace

The Millrace
from Provo River.
of

10:00 .AM

i• a well eatabliahed

In the region

protected

water

stream which reeei vea 1ta

of the 1tation

submerged and emergent

J.uguat 26, 1959

i't supported

I\ was !'o.117 exposed to sunlight,

fran the wind by a low bank and ahort willow• on it•

•P••dwas very

the main channel.

•low at point•

a lWlh growth

lll8J."gin.

but

The

along the 't:raneect other than through

The bottan was heavily silted

and mucky.

•

Station

26

21

Ironton Pond

2:00 P11

Thi• waa a deep pond in a •ink tilled
The Seechi d1•k wu viaible

source.

end ot the t:ranaect waa well •haded.

.luguat 18, 1959

with water trom an arteaian

to a deP'h ot 2 meter••
The vegetation

The eouthea•t

wu rather

luah where

the water depth would permit. it.

27

Station.

Vivian

12:00 noon

Park Pond

The pond waa •ball ow formed b1 back n ter•
uaed for boating.

north facing clitt.

wu ver7 robullt.

ot the traneeet

29

Station

,'.3:00 PJI

Observation

The day" wu

30

Station

inehea.

tranaect.

Genola Reaervior

lfo. vegetation

The reeervior

27, 1959

P.ragments of man7 aquatic•

The Seeebi diak waa visible

ot aquati••

below thi•

to

depth wu ve7

warmb1n overcut.

The Seechi diak wu viaible
heavi17 allted.

.luguat

for power boating.

were eomaon at the lower end of the pond.

ditticul t.

trom underground aource••

The bottom of' the pond in the 'Yieini\y-

Sal.em Pond

or 30

Auguat 22, 1959

wa• ver1 mucky' and waa generally- ao throughout.

The pODdwu being •ed
a depth

It wu

southern border b7 a

2100 Pl

The pond bad ver7 clear water obtained

The vegetation

of Provo River.

The bottom waa rocky.

Burt Spring Pond

28

~tatio!l

waa ahaded on it•

The atation

Auguat 20, 1959

1:00 P11 Auguat 22, 1959
to a depth ot l meter.

,The bottom wu

wa• evident between quad• 15 and 190

ot

wu fully- expoaed to amuight and wind action.

\lie

22

31

Station

Goshen WarJllSpring

The pond was rocky along its bottom.
warm

but somewhat overcast.

August 27, 1959

11:00 Al

The day ot observation was
The pond was quite

The water was ver7 clear.

exposed to wind action.
Station

32

_Thereservior

Goshen Reservior

was man-made and possessed great turbidity.

disk disappeared at a depth ot 4 inches.
margins of the reservior
Station

33

Carp were present.

were covered with wide bands

Goshen Pothole

The pothole was formed by a natural
from the reservior.

August 24, 1959

8:00 All

or tn,lla

10100 All

The Seechi

The southern
and eoirpus.

Auguet ~,

1959

depression and supplie~ water

The bottom was very muck7 and deep.

of LeDIDaformed a continuous mat over tbe pend.

The t,ro species

J
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TABIE 2'

PHlSICAL ANDCHEMIC.AL
FElTURF.S STATION 1

.,

05

0

top 65

Temperature in
degrees labrenhei
Depth in meters

t/ - \

Distance along transect in meters
10 15 20 25 .30 35 40

65

66

"' - 'bottom
64
............
1 -

67

64

66

65

64 64 63

65

66

SE

so

45

6.3 63

65

65

64

64

pH and dissolved minerals in parts per million
at 10 inches depth

pB.._________ s.9___
9.0_______
9.o~------'·0~______
9.0______
9.o

dissolved
minerals

670---573-------586..------573-------586..-----573

in ppm

T.&BIB 3

DlSTRIBU'l'IONOF VIDET.lTION STATION 1

1W
0

05

S~cies tnquenc7 along transect
10
15
20
25
30 35 40

45

SE
50

Myriophyllum verticillatum
Scirpus

r
Species

abundance

A

acutus

A

Typha latitolia

0

Ceratoph71lum demersum

F

-Lemnaminor

Cladophora sp.

Potamogeton pectinatu

• •=·abundant,

{- Lines indicate

O= occasional,

----

F= frequent

--

occurrence of plant along the transect.,

0

0
0

*

Scale:
1•= 28 meters
Fig.

ot Jordan Ol:bowPond showingilocation

2.--Plot

TilLE

ot· transect

4

PB!SICAL OD CHIMICALF.llTllBIS SDTIOI 2

S

O

Distance along transect in meters · , · If
OS 10 1S 20 25 30 3S 40

84
4.4 ppm.
Depth in meters-.2

.

-

84

84

84 top
temperature

oxnen.

84 bott•

84

temperat\1l'9

.3 8./r--------------8.4--~--------------..~..;84'4
4issol:vad minerc,J.a•• 569,pm.-----------550 ppm------------570
ppm.
pH••••••••••••••••••.

Tam 5

DISTRIBU'!'IOI
or VBlBTATIOJI
ftATIOlf 2
!

.

S Speeies heq,uenc7 along transect
O 05 10 15 20 25 30 3;

-

I
40

Phalaria aradillacea

Occaa1cal

Typha latif'oila

0 ccaaimal.

Scirpu

Frequent

acutm

. - Petamogetc -latitoliu

-

Ocoaa101'1al

25

TABLE 6

PHYSIClL
ANDCHEMICAL
FEATURES
STATION3

N
0

J...-.57

temperature in degrees

---=----:-2:

Fahrenheit

Distance along transect in meters
05 10
15
20
25 30
35

.3 -

56

56

5.2 ppn dissolved

56

oxygen

s

40
56

.4 _

water depth in meters._

.5 .6 -

.7 -

pH •••••••••••••••••••••••••

dissolved minerals •••••••••
along the transect

8.2----------------8.2----------------~8.2

208 ppm------------208

ppm-------------208

Tall:.'B 7

Jordan
River

MSTRIBUTION OF VlnET.lTIOI

/transect

If

O

Species .frequency along transect
.lbtmdance
05
10 15
20 25 30 35' 40

Vaucheria sp.

0

Nostoc sp.

()

Bquiseta
/. Lines indicate
0 =oocasional,

*
Fig. 3.--Plot

of Jordan River station

t

Seale:

Fig. 4.--Plot

or herican

ST.lTIOll 3 ,J

arvense

occurrence
R =rare

showing locatim

R

of plant along trans.

ot transect

1 n = 20 meters
Fork River station

showing location

or transect

26
T.ABLES
MSTRIBUTIOI OF VEGETATIONSTATION 4
N
0

Species trequency along transect

05

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

s

45

Species abundance

Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum

0

Sagittaria

.l

----------Hippllrus

cuneata

Al.ismaplantago-aquatica

0

TUlgaris

A

Tn,ha angustitolia

R

Scirpus acutws

0

llimul.us guttatus

0

Bidens cernua

A

Sim

F

suave

minor

A

Spirodela polyrhiza

F

Polygon& amphibium

0

Juneus torreyi

R

Eleocharis macrostachya

A

Bragrostis hypnoides

R

Leana

-

-

.,

Chara sp.
Potamogeton pectinatus

.l

Cladophora sp.

F

-Ranunculus
- aquatilis

0

.llopecurus aequalis

f Lines indicate occurrence of plant along transect.

*

f

A= abundant, F:: trequent,

0: occasional,

R = rare

0

*

27
TABLE 9

PHYSICAL
J'EATURISSTA'l'ION4

I

:::-~~\

cm.---25

0

05

Distance along transect
10

64
6

_'bottom

transect

-'

20

25

45

S

I

artesian
E>

Fig. 5.--Plot

in meters
30 35 40

=::_: J

15

nttl

aw

Scale: 1•=15 meters

ot Artesian llarsh showing location of transect

t•

Utah Lake

Lake shoreline

~Barth-South transect

Scale: 1 • = 20 meters
Fig. 6.--Plot

of Utah Lake station

no. 5 showing the location

ot transect
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TABLE10

PHYSICAL
.&NDCHDICAL
FEATURES
STATION5

•

0

05

10

15

Distance along transect in meters
20
25 30 35 40 45
50

_ temperature in degrees
_ Fahrenheit
\
_:+-Waterdepth
_
_ 25 cm.
&

pH•••••

90

top

55

90

60

89

89

bottom

E

70
89

65

89

8.4-~---------ua.6-----------------8.6

u••···••oo•ooooooovooo

dissolved minerals along trans.64,8 ppm~-------635 ppm-------------650

TABLE11
DISTRIBUTIONOF VEGETATION
STATI(ll 5 ,W

0

05

Species
10 15

frequency along transect
20
25 30 35 40
-Scirpusacutus-

Salieornia

Typha

rubra

45

Species abundance~
50
55 60 65

-----

-

angustifolia

-

i

F

-

0

-

0

Potamogeton latitolius
occurrence or plant along transect ..

,;. lines indicate
* 1'-=frequent, O= occasional

0

TABLE 12

PHYSICAL
ANDCHDllC.lL
FEATURES
STATION5
S
temp. in
degrees F.
water depth

in cm.~25

0

05

_+ top

~bottom
:

_

Distance along interrupted

10

87

15

20
87

25

.30

88

-----------~8.!...7

.35

belt transe~t
40

45

88
__

50

87

N

55

~86

8.3 ----------------0
o.4 ••o••••••ooeo•~
"""-. ~u
625 ppm-------------648 ppm dissolved
mineral.a

29
'!'ABLE13
MSTRIBUTIONOF VEGETATIONSTA'l'ION 5 {-

s

f

*

10

05

0

Species frequency along transect
15 20 25 30 35 40 45

N

50

--

55

Species

abundance

Scirpus acutus

F

Potamogeton latifolius
Lines indicate occurrence of plant along transect~
F := frequent, 0 = occasional

0

'!'ABLE 14

PHYSICAL
ANDCHIIIICAL
FEATUW STATION6
N
0

top --74

temperature in
degrees

r.

05

15

71

73

74

bottom--~72
water depth in cm•--+-2;
pH-

10

74

---------r:7.3-------7.4-------7.4-------7.3

20

74

in meters
25 30 35
74 74 74

72

72

. s

Distance along transect

40
75

/722 ppm---715 ppm---730 ppm---740
ppm

dissolved minerals____,...
4.5 ~-----4.6
dissolved oxygen along transect
50 /

-

TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTIONOF'VmETATIOI
STA'l'I
ON
N

0

sreies
O

10

rre;uenei along transect
1
2
25
30 35

- - --

s

Species
abundance

40

Typha angustifolU.
Spirogyra

sp.

Chara sp.

Scirpus paludos;-

r

Scirpu olne7i
Lines indicate occurrence

-

"r
*

0

F
I

F
0
0

ot plant along transect,*See

above

*

30
T.IBLE 16

PHYSICAL
ANDCHEMICAL
FEATURES
STATION6
W
O 05

_____
15~

Distance along transect in meters
20 25 30 35 40 45 50
75 temp. 76
77
77
79
in degrees F.

10

15

depth in 7.3-----------------7.3-----------------7.3
cm.

750 ppm-------------750

ppm-------------755

55

60

65

80

E
70
80

pH

ppm dissolved minerals
along transect

TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTION
OF VFaGET.lTION
STATION6 {,

W
0

05

10

Species frequency along transect
15
20
25
30 35 40 45
Typha

angustifolia

-Spirogyra

f

*

50

Species abundance*
55 60 65 70t
0

sp-:

F

Scirpus paludosus

0

Potamogeton pectinatus

0

Scirpus acutus
Lines indicate the occurrence of plant along transect.
.!=abundant, F=frequent, O=occasional

.l

Utah Lake

West-East transect

Scale:
1•

Fig, 7.=~Plot of Utah Lake Spring showing the location

=20

meters

of transects ....

31
TJ.BLB 18

PHYSICALANDCHDIICAL
FEATURESST.lTIOB 7
SI

Distance along.transect
05 10 15 20 25
72

0

-

temp. in degrees F •----=~

water depth in

94

in meters

30

35

72

40
70

pB-------------------------------8.1----------------• -------7.9
50...

dissolved

63

mineral.a along trans.--260

ppa-------------260

ppa---248 ppa

TilLB 19
7 /-

ST.lTIOI
MSTRIBUTIOHOF VEGE'.l'ATION'
SI

05

0

Species frequency- along transect
10 15
20
25 30 35 40
Gl,ceria

--

----

I- Lines indicate

*

F = frequent,

boreal.is

Bleocharis

macrostachy-a

Eleocbaris

acicularis

D
45

Species

abundance

--

.,
.,
F

Banuneulm aquatilis

0

Alopecurua aequalis

0

Spa.rgaui1111
simplex

F

Potamogeton al.pi.nus

F

-

Callitriche autuanalis
Brachythecim rivulare
Elatine tr.-iand:ra
the occurrence of plant along transect.

0 =occasional,

*

0

R
R

R = rare

1
lf
Scale: 1 • = 30 meters
Fig. 8.--Plot

•

llB

45

of Salamauder Lake showing location

of transect

..

32
TDLB

20

PBISic&L .llD CBIIIIc&LJU.TORES STATION8
W

. tempe.
rature in
degr~.

r.

in
centimeters

water depth

0

05

top---~68.

Distance al.mg transect in meters
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

!7

68

bot.tom -

:

6.7
66

-----==----

5 -----·
.
~6~
25 _ 7.5----------------7.8-------7.9

·

433

ppm-------------.340
ppm---339
ma

Specie• frequency al.mg tram•~

05

0

10

15

20

25

30

40

35

- --

OJ.ac1ep1ull'a·•P•

Zarmichellia pal.utna
Cara retrorsa

-

Lemna llinar
Spargania ap.

Bquisetua &l"Tell&e

--

Potemoge'tm tolioau,

-

pB sad

ppmdisaol:ved

ainerala

B

45

8. /.

Species al>1mdance*

- --

-

Chea •P•

--

66

21

DISTRlBU'fION
01 UB'l'ATIOB SDTI<ll

•

B

45

Potamogeta:i pectinatus
Limnosella aquatioa -

-- -- -

--

-

--

-

-

Sagittaria cuneata
I- Lines indicate the occurrence ot plant aloug transect.
* F=trequent, O=ocoasicmal, ll=rare, U:\lld.quitous

V

0

p

0
0
0

R
0

R

r

1
tranaect
Fig. 9.--Plot

ot Jliverside

Scale: 1 •:: 20 ••
P•d

showing location

ot transect.
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TABLE 22

PHYSICALAN!)CHEMICAL
FEATURES STATION 9

N Dist.
0

_

74

_

water depth in
centimeters-25

along transect
10
15
20

05

74

73

73

in met. S
25
30

73

73 top temperature

3.0 ppm---3.1 ppmdisaol.vett m:ygen

70 69 71 71
pH and ---------------8.0-------8.o-------8.0
dissolved minerals----319
ppm---319 ppm---319 ppn
:~2

along transect

bottom temperature
in degrees F.

TAIU 23
MSTRIBUTIOB 01 'VmEDTIOB
N Species frequency along tra.S
O
05 10 15
20
25
30

-

- Juncus
tornyi

-

-Rorippa
--- naaturtium-aquaticum
Typha latitolia

- ----------Chara sp.

STti'IOlf

9

Species abundance

A

p

u

•

Scirpus

0

cuueata

Lellll&Iii.nor
Berula

erecta

- Scirpas paludos_us__

7 Lines

olneyi-

indicate

* A= abundant,
tou.

-

-

-

*

r

--------~- -- Sagittaria

I

F
F

1

the occurrence of plant along trans.
F=trequent,
O= occasional, U=ubiqui-

Seal.ea l • .. 15 meters

......_N
\

~ct

~'----------4

Fig. 10.--Plot

of Lehi slough showing location

ot tTanseet.

TABLE

24

PHYSICAL AND CHBMICALFEATUDS STATION 10

Distance along transect

E

temp. in
degrees

05
2 top 66

F.":

water depth
in
pH

10

0

-~

20

15

66

66

5.5 ppm-----5.5

65

W
30
35
66
66
65
ppm dissolved o
in meters

25

65

6

_ bottom

2

and--------------8.2-----------8.2----------~8.2-----------8.2

dissolved

minerals--324

ppm-------324

ppm-------324

ppm-------324

ppm

TABLE 25

DISTRIBUTIONOF V!DETATION
STATION10 ./,
B Species freq. along transect! Abundance
0
05 10 15
20
25
30
35

1
N

Seale:

1•--= 15 meters

\

-E---transect

Fig. 11.- ...PJ.ot

or West Lehi

-

Potamogetm foliosu

-

--

Myriophtlltmt verticillatmChara sp.

t

-

F
0
0

Cladophora sp.

F

Urtricularia

F

minor

Typba latitolia

0

Lemnaminor

F

Berula

-

erect&

-Rieeiocarpus

0

natans
R
Ranmculwa aquatilis
R
Spirodela polyrhiza
0
Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticm
0
Potamogetcn pectinatu
0
Sparganim sp.
R
Zannichellia palustris
0
7 Lines indicate plant occurrence along
transect.
* F =frequent, O =occasional, R=rare

Pond showing location

or transect

*
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TABLE 26

PHYSICAL
A.ND
CHEMICAL
FEATURFB
STATION
11
N Distance along trans.
O

05

70

water

70

10

in meters

15

S

70 t.9

70

temp. in degrees

67'bottom Fahrenheit

depth in
meters~

_
66
66
67
_
1 pB and--------------8.5--------8.0
dissolved minerala--324 ppm----324-ppa--top
7.7--------7.7
___
bottcn
along tt"ansect
324 ppm----324 ppa
TABLE 27

MSTRIBUTIONOF VKGETATIONSTATION 11.j.

Species frequency along transect
B O 05
10
15 S

Species
Potam.ogetm pectinatus

Ranunculua aqmtilis
Ceratophyllum demersum
Leersia orysoidea
Potamogeton latitolius
Lemna minor
Typba latitolia
Scirpus acutua

7
*

--- - -

-

lines indicate oceurrence or plant along transect,.
.&=abundant, F=trequent,
O==oceasional., U=ubiquitous

Species

abundance*

A

F

lJ
0
0
0
0
0

I

B

Pig. 12.--Plot.

of transect.

ot slough at station

11 showing the location

'l'.&Btl 28
PHYSICALAND CDIICAL n:&TURIS STATION 12

B
Distance along transect in meters
W·
0 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34

-------./

-

60

: water depth

°••
_2.4

- in
pH

60

temperature in
degree• F.

---'°

I

761

60

'I.op/

61

60

4 • 7 ppm
/
dissol:ved ox,gen

bottoa-

and------------7.2---~-----~-----~--~--~-------6.9-------~----

diseol.ved llinerals-317
along transect

ppa----------~--------------260
ppa---------223

ppa

'l'.IBLB 29
DISTRIBUTION
01 vmm.&TIOI S'l'ATIOI12 -)
B Species f'requenc7 along transect

Scale: 1 •:: 1; aeters

0

OS

10

15

··cnara

•P•

20

Lemnandie

If---

Soirpu

val.ictus

Juncua tc,rreyi

25

-

30

-

'f1J)ha latitol.ia

- - ---------••Te
Sagittaria

cmeata

. Sia

Rorippa nastur'iiua-aq-.tica

Bquiaeta arvense
Solan• dlalcamara
Juncu eaxiaontanu
Fig. 13.-Plot
ot .. ad• llarsh
shoring location of transect. ____

Gl7ceria elata

AlNndanoe
35

t

.,
0

-

0

0

.,
0

A

r

.l
0

0

0

r

c_1_a_d_oph_or_a_•_P_•
_______
e__
{, lines indicate occurrence ot plant alq
transect. .l = a'bmldtmt, F =frequent,
O= occuional.
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TABLE 30

PBISIClL OD CHIIIICA.LFKlTURIS STATION 13

s
0

_59

water depth
in cm.

---40

-

Distance along transect in meters
10
20
30
40

N

50

----------------60

61

Bottom Soil Texture
20
30
40
large rocks
sand and small rocks

50

59
59
59
temperature in degrees F.

10

0

Current Speed
30
1 meter/ sec.

I

O
10
20
1 meters/
1.5 meters/
see.
sec.
10

I

40

Water Chemistry
20
30

jcalm

40

pH------------7
•.s------------------7.8---------...-------------7. 9
0

dissolved min.190 ,PJD--------------190
dissolved 0 2 5.4 ppm
along transect

ppm--------------------190

50

50

ppm

TABLE 31
MSTRIBU'l'IOif 01 VEGETATIONSTATION 1/
S
O

o;

Species frequency along tranaec\
10 15 20 25 .30 .35 40

45

N

50 .Abundance*

Chara sp.

RantmcUJ.ua
aqv.tilis

0

-

Zanrdchellia palustris
Cladophora ap.
Bnteromo:rpba ap. -

-

.lnacharis canadensia

,f Linea indicate

occurrence along transect.*

A
0

0
R
R

Drepanocladusrevolvens
Brach1thecim pe)pUleum
verim

J.

0

Lemnaminor

hblyategim

0

See table 29.

R
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t

f;;~

I

lorll'l-Sntb
-transect

i

T.ABIZ 32

PHISie&L1.U'l'URBSSTATION
13
DJ.stance along transect
BO
05
10

\

1
f--'----r-~--\\

-.. temp. 59 degreee59,.

Scales 1•: 15
aetere.

25 •

.._..t-West transect

rtg.

14.--Plot

in met.
lS Ir

1n

"'-.water depth in centimeter•

of Pl'O'V'o
River, stat~on

13, ehari.ng location ot trauect.

T.IBIB 33

DI81'BIBUTIClf
or VDTATIOI SU.TIOI 13 I,

J'req. along trau.

Speo1•
Veradca
Solana

... ricana

o

05 ;i.o 1s
...

dUlcua:ra

Cladophora ep,
- - Zamdchellia pel.Ultrie-- --

BnterOllo.rpha sp.

- -

-

-

-

-

Abundance *
O
0

F
A
0
0

Vaucheria •P•
7 line• indicate occurrence of plant along traneect •
* A:::abundant, r = frequeGt, o =oocuicmal

TAJU 34
mSTRIBtrrIGI or vmBDTIOB SU'l'IGN 14 I,
Species
Bammculm aquatilia
Zamaicbellia pal utr11
Potaaogetaa latitolia

freq. along tran11ect
*
o 05 10 ;J+5 29 25 ,Dwn!MRI
r

- - -------

0
A

,/, Lines indicate occurrence of plant along transect •
A= abundant, F-= trequent, O= ooouiaaal.

*

59

39
--N

TABia 35
PHISic&L AND CHIIIICIL FU.TURE

Distance along trans.

transect/I'
Scale:

N

top temp. F. deg._

1•-::.20

meters

Fig. 15.--Plot

STATION14

water depth
in meter•
of Provo River,

atatim

2-

10

1

20

in met.
2 S

58 58 58 58~8
7.7 pH
7.8 pH
180 ppn dissolved mineral
• ppn diss. o2

14, showing location

of transect

T.ABLB 36

PHYSIClL.INDCBDICALFEATURE STATION 15

0

water
depth in
meters
'-1
b
4 in cti~s

_'67
-

•

Distance along transect in meters

E

10

5

72

15

72

20
72/
top temperature
71
bo'ttca 'temp.

72

-

of d pth< 8• 6 --S.5---8.5------pH
•
559 ppn-559
ppm--559
ppn--diasolved
~, i
t
d
t~•4
8.5---8.5------pH
O
"-6+ nc es
ep '§59 ppm--559 ppn--559
ppa.--dissolved

minerals

minerals

TABLE 37

MST. OF vmBTATION STATION 15

Scale: 1"

Specie• frequency along transect
E
meters
•
*
0 05 10 15
20 Abundance

10 meters

-

-

7

Pig. 16.--Plot

of pothole,

.J

station

*

Cladophora sp.

0

Chara sp.

u

Scirpus acutus
O
/
Scirpus nevadenais
O
Linea uidicate occurrence of
plant along transect.
O =occasional,
U= ubiquitous.

15, ahowing location

of transect

40
TABLE .38
PHYSICALilD CHDIClL F.UTUR!S STATION 16
If
0

temp. in

top-_-degrees F •bottca _
~2
water depth 1n
~o

•ters

Distance along transect in metere
04
08
12
16
20

_ 1 _

and------------

74

72

71

71

72

68
70
68
---------------Surface determinations

69

pH
8.0---8.0----8.0---dieeol ved 111.nerals 35.3 ppm--.39.3 ppm---38.3
ppm
along transect
·Bottan determinations

s.o---7.9----7.9----S.o

ppm--373

.367 ppm-.38.3

UBLB

s

24
72

ppm

7.9

.37.3ppm

.37.3ppm

.39

DISTRIBUTION
01 VFOETATIOB
STATION 16.;
lf Frequency along tran. S
*
0
05
10
15
20
25 Abundance

Specie•
Typba latitolia

.lsolla

l

u

caroliniana

Lenmaminor

Spirodela polyrhia
Cladophora sp.
CeratoJ>h7llum demersum
Hydrod1ct7on •P•

Pol.7gmua coccineua

-

..,

A

-

-

A
0
A
0
0

Sparpniua eurocarpa
Scirpu validua
0
7 Linea indicate occurrence ot plant along transect ...
* .&=abundant, F:frequent,
O=occuional,
U=ubiquitoua

---•
Fig. 17.--Plot

traDoect/
of slough, station

16, showing location

Scale: l
meter•

•=10

of transect
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TABLE 40
PHYSICALANDCHBl4ICAL
FEATURESSTJ.TION 17

SW
0

05

tea_perature1n
top_
.degree, '-&ottaa~
1-

water depth 1n

Distance along transect 1n meters

72

-

10

-2- -

.

4 inches of

20

25

30

70

69

68

67

35

40

45

NB

72 72 72 70 70 70 70
6
4.1 ppa---.3.9 ppa---.3.9 ppm dissolved 02

-

aeter, -----

15

8
a.1------.s-------s.9pa
depth-21,:, ppm---21..3 ppa---20.3 ppm diesol

.

30 inches ot depth-253

pa

ved min.

ppa---216 pya---2.32 ppm dia1olved min.

TOLi

41

DIS'l'RIBOTIOBOFVIDBTATIOISTATION 17 ,/,
SI'
0

05

fyphi ia\itoiia
Solana dulouara
Scirpu acutua
Sparpnium eurocar,-..

Cladophora •P•
CeratoJ>b111•
de•r••
Bquieetum arveue
Chara •P•

tolioem

Lema Jlinor
llammculua aquatil.1-

Potaaogetcm pectinatua
Pol71ona coccineua _
f

*

-

10

- -

15

20

25

-

30

35

-

ocCllrl'eDce of plant along transect •.
J.= abundant, l= frequent,
O:occasional,
lJ=ubiquitou,

18.--Plot

ot f'a:rll pond showing location

-

40

- --

Lines indicate

Scale: 1 11= 45 aetera
lig.

-

Specie• frequency al.mg transect.

ot transect.

•

*

45 Abundance
0

:a
0
0

u
u
0

0

l
0
J.

J.
0

42
UBLI

42

PBISIW. AID CBBIIIOAL
l'BU'UBBS STATION 18

•
teapen.tve
.

ill desr••

,.--

.

4epth 1D meter1--1

ntu,
pl

4ieeol.Te4 lliaerale

\-

depth of

pH
di1eol.Ted mineral, depth

0

D11tuoe aloag trueeot
OS

_

,2.s ppn-die1olved
\64

lott

-

lpirocSela pol.7Z'hiK

Spil"OQra •P•

Cla4c,pb01'&
1:p.
bacuri•
canadeui1
Zumichellia JJl].wstri1
Jlan.UDculU &q\ll'tilil

0

ptta"18

Tn,ha latitolia
Potaaogetc tolioe•
Scu-pu acutu,
l,au

JWI~

Sia ••ve

2S

a()

02-2.S

,oppm7l

LL

66
11prelling of
QQ

,mde:rgroad water

4•,-''1.4------------7.4---------7.3

'-344 ppm..-------303 ppa.. .... 299 PJII

43

or 'VIGED'l'IOI ITATIOI 18

Specie• trequnc,- along transect, n Abundance*
OS 10 lS
20 2S 30 35

--

Scupu c,lae7i
Pbalari• &n11di•c•
aonppa11&1tvtia-aquatiC1111
tinlu

66

•ter•
SI
30 35

in

20

7.4-------•
7•2-----------7 •3
ot 30•',325
ppa-••••••• 299
ppa.. ••• 303
PPII

msmm1•
•

lS

j~ 12 72 67 68 10

'l'&LB

Speoiu

10

-

A
11

-

0

..

-

0

0
0
0
0
0

,
0

/. .I.=
Lin••
indicate occurrence of pl.ant along
ab'UDdant,r = frequent, 0 = oocuioul,

•

•
0

-

'

0

'tr&Nect.
V= 11biqui tou.

Scales 1 • = 20

•ter•

Pig. 19.-•Plot ot Big 1>r1Creek Station

1bonng location

ot tran1ect.
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TABI& 44

PBISICAL ANDCBBMic.lLlllTORIIS
B

Transect l.

0

teaperature in---~
degrees r.

STATION 19

Distance along transect in meters
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

n

w

- 8.9-------8.9-------8.9
59 ppm---559 ppa---559
water depth in ea.5,'l'rana ct 2

0

te111peraturain
degrees r.

20

70

2s

70

W

;o

45

pH
ppn dissolved min.

Jo l2 40
70 °70 70

s.s-------s.s-------s.spH

N

45 · 50
72

72

559 ppa---559 ppm---559ppm dissol"V'edmin.

water depth in Cll.13TilLB 45

msmBUTIOI OFVBlETATIOISTATION19 ,f
B
Transect 1 • o

Species trequency along transect
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

05

45

-

Scirpus aeutua
Potamogeton pectinatus

Tranaect

*

2•

s.______

-

•

0

R

P_o_tam_o_p_to_n_1_at_1_r_o1_1_us
______
_ N

0

Scirpus acutua

0

Potaaogeton pectinatus

-

0

Pot&Jjloeton latif olius
Lines indicate occurrence or plant along transect.
O:occaaional, R=rare.

t

•

;o Abadance*

0

Utah Lake
anaect 2.

transect l.~
Fig.· 20.--Plot

Scales 1 • = 30
meters

ot Utah Lake, station

19, showing location

ot transects.

TABLB 46

PHYSICAL
AID CHIIIIOlLnATURFBSTATION
20
WDist. along transect
0

temp. in

~egrees F.

to,»-72

30

60

74

90

N

Scales 1•=180

in meter B

120

150

74 74

74

180

r

transect

75

_ 8.9--9.3--9.4-9.3--8.8 pH
bottom_
308--278--278-245--U.5

water depth ~
/_ 72
68 70 72 72
in cm.-25=dissolved minerals along tranaect

1

meters

73

Fig. 21.--Plot
of Mudlake
showing location of the
transect.

TABLE 47

DISTRIBUTION
OF VlllET.lTIONSTATION
20 I-

•

Species trequency along transect

0

-

--- -

1~

1~

.lbtmdance *

E

180

Scirpus acutus
F
I- Each short section ot line indicates the occurrence of the plant
in a meter quadrangle along the transect.
* F = frequent.

T.IBLE 48

PHYSICAL
ANDCHEMIC.lL
P'ElTURESSTATION21

s

0

temp. in degrees P .--84
pH

Distance along transect
100
200
300

-s.9---s.9

-

84

-524 ppn-524
•~ter depth in cm• ._15 lliaerals

dissolved

s

0

I

100

Transect1 1

200

84

in meters
400
83

8.9----S.9---s.9

ppn--524 ppm

300

Utah Lake

400

Potamogeton
latitolius
.------------t!._ceding
water lin~----..__
exposed shoreline
1:ransee\ 2 1
Fig. 22.--Plot ot station 21. showing transect locatims

N
500
82

524 ppn-?24 ppm

N

500

and plant oceurrencea
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PHYSICAL
ANDCBIIIIClL FU.TURD STATIOI 22

- ..... ct l.

B
0

u·-

D1.1taacealODg transect
5
10
15

temp.in degrees r •.....-:::81
Rter

depth 1n

81

"78

meters ----1

81

82

79

78

B O
temp. in degrees"• _81

5

--

79

15

10
81

20
81

25

T.&BLE 50

DISTRIBUTIOIor vmE'UTIOB STATION 22 /.

*
B Species fl-equency al.ODg transect W
0
05 10
15 . 20
25 30 Species Abundance
Transect 1. Potai'ogeton latitolius

F

Potamogeton latifolius

l

Potamogeton crispw,R
'frauaec\ 21
7 Linea indicate plant occurrence along transect.
* r =frequent, R = rare.

Scales 1•= 15 meters

main channel

ot river

Transect 1---

1----Transect

2---1

shoreline
lP1g. 23.-Plot
ot transect.

W
30

:s.4
pB----------------------8.4-------------8.4
_299 ppm dissolved a1nerals--299 ppn---------299

Transect 2.

water depth in
meter•----•5

in meters
20
25

ot Provo River, station

22, showing location

30 W
81

46
, ..

51

1HIIIC&t,AID OIIIIIICAL
JMTUl!8 ST.&TIOlf23

o,

B m.atance along tran1eot 1n •t•r•
0
10 1,
20 25 30 3,

UILI 52

DIITIIIUTIONOI VSDTATIOI S'l'.l'l'IOI 23

- I0

lpeoit1 tz-~•1107 alma --••"
05 10 1, 20 2, JO 35

iotaoiet.oipudaeou,

7

UD•

ll.eoobuil

,u;..G

pal•tr1•

iadioate •oovreraae ot plat

• , =tr•ca•11t.

,

*

40 A'bundanoe·

--- - ------

last,twii

i

I

al.CD&wweot.

r
r

47
'1ULS 53
PB!SICIL Bl> CHIIIICIL n&TURBS STATIOR

24

B 1>11tancealong trans. in Mt. •
O

water depth 1a

aeter1 -

.\:, -

05

62

10
62

lS

62

20
62

2S

63

63 top tap.

60

60

61

;8

59

61

30

,.s-------7.4-------7.3
pa
47 ppa----59 ppa--·-59 ppmdissolved

'1'.ULB

54

or VEBTATIOI STfflOI

DISDIBU'l'IOI

=::-:..,
.

24 -I

B .Specie• frequenc7 along tran. W

0

OS 10

15

20

25

30 Species abundance

- Spargud•
.. - -aagut1tol1a __
Leaa aiaor
_..,

O
7

Spirogyra

0

-J,iaoaella

*

V

JPotamogeton
tolioaws

•P•

aubul-ata---- -

*

0

Linea iadicate occurrenee ot plant. along trauect.
O =eccaaiou.J., U =ubiquitous.

1 = treqwaat;

\ranaeot

\

-ftg.

2,.--Plot

of PaTS-_ Lake, station 24, showi!lg location

of trueeet.

48
'WU

''

.J

DISTRI!ll'l'IOll OF vmBTATIOlf STATION 25

I

0

Specie• trequn.07 along transect
05 10 lS
20 2S 30 35 40

--

-

.. ------

Catabroaa aqatica

Glyceria grand!•

- -- -

Agro1ti1 aemi""'verticillata
lcirpae 'ftl.idus -

-

-- -

A1olla earol.iniana

-t. ......

-- -

45

J,mca bal.ticm

Zamd.cbellia pal'Utria

-

Jlanunclil• circinatua
Spiroora

,
0

-

0

0

--

------------ -----Potaaogetou latitolia

•P•

--...

Pbalarie arundinacea

- --

Bidens oe:rnua

..

-

llorippa msturti•-aquaticua

.,
1

0

1
0

-

,

A

.,

---

0

0

1

-Verom.oa
anagallie-aquatiea
T:,pha latifolia

----- --- -- -

0
0

Jmcus t01Teyi
.bac:baril canadeui1

-

-

-

0

r
r

Vauoberia •P•

guttatu -

-111aul•

Si,a

0

8U&ff--

-

0

r

- Bleoohari'iaacroatachya

-

-

r

Bquiaet• arvenae
Lem1utcycloatasa

Batraohoepermaa sp.

Scirpu

....

50 Species abmldance*

--·-----

Cu.ra •P•

ll

pallidus

0

-

0
.

0

contin•d••••·•

49
Table

55 cmt'd •••

Species present

at station,

not distributed

a.long transect.

Abundance

Juncus 1 ongist.rl us

R
0

Scirpus acutus

llral pial dia sp.
Bygroamblyategium varim
Leptodictyum riparium

7

•

Linea indicate

A= abundant,

0
R

R

rontinalis du:riaei
Scirpus microcarpus

R
0

occurrence of, plant along transect.
F =frequent, 0-= oceaaional, R = rare.
UBI&. 56
PB!Sic&L DD CHDIICIL nlTURES STATION 25

s

0

05

Distance along transect in meters
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

7.5-------7.4--------7.4
290 ppa---290

pH

Scales

of llillrace,

station

N'

50

ppm----290 ppa diaaol ved minerals

t
•
Pig. 26.--Plot

45

25, showing location

1 • = 20

metere

of transect.

50

TABLB57
PHYSICALANDCHEIIICJLFDTURES STATION 26

SB
0

temperature in
1degrees F. 2pi and

distance along transect in meters
20
10
05
25
15
68
70
70
70
66

66

66

NI

30

70

66

66

--------,-::.---8.4----------8.3-----------8.3
ppm------ -460 ppm-------450 PJD

dissolved min.-------457
at depth ot 20• _
4
water depth
_
in meters ~.;.,

6T.&BLB58

DISTRIBO'l'ION
OF vmETATION STATION 26 .;.

Species
Lemna cyclostasa
Azolla caroliniana
Ceratophyllm deMrsa
Myriophy-llm verticillata
Potuogeton pectina'ius
Potaogetcm tol.1oaus
Cladophora sp.
Scirpas acutus

SB Species

0

05

treq.

10

along transect NI
. *
15 20 25 30 Abmdance
0

R
0

F
0

1

0
0

Scirpu
olneyi
Typha lat1to11a

F
0

,} Lines indicate occurrence ot plant along transect.
F =frequent, 0 = occasional, ll= rare.

*

--N

transect
.Seale:

1•=20

meters

Fig. 2:1.--Plot ot Ironton Pond showing location of transect.
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T.IBlB 59

PHYSICAL
OD CBIEOAL
FDTURESSTATION27
NW

temperature in---degrees F~

top-

0

Distance along transect

o;

-

10

5
bott£m/"-------

15

20

in meters
2;

30

5.4 ppm dissolved oxygen
65

water dpeth in cm.--150-

pB-~----------------------~-8.6---8.6----8.6----------8.7
dissolved

minerals----------113J:PD113PJJD-113 ppm------113 ppm
TABLE 60

DISTRIBUTION
OFVFnETATION
STATION27
D

O

r

Species frequency along transect
SE
*
05
10
15
20
25
30 35 Abundance

--

Chara sp.
Ceratophyllum demersum

-

Potamogeton pe~tinatus

-

Potamogeton foliosus

u
0

F
F

Potamogeton latifolius
0
,J Lines indicate
occurrence of plant along trans.
* F= frequent, 0 = occasional, U= ubiquitous.
Scales 1"=30 meters

Fig.

28.--Plot

of Vivian Park Pond sharing

location

of transect.
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TABLE61
PHISIC&LANDCHDICAL FEATl:JR&SSTATION 28

•
temperature
in degrees

Distance along transect

0 05
ta~---64

r~

_
bottom_2S water depthin cm.
-

10
62

15

20

62

8.8-------8.0

56

25
58

in meters

30

35

64

64

60

pH---------•w---7.6

B

40

180 ppm---236 ppm dissolved---236
minerals

45

69
1

/
ppm

soTABLE 62
MSTRIBUTION OF VEGE'.l'.l'l'IOtl STATION 28

•

Species frequency along transeci
05 10 15 20 25 30 35

0

40

E

45 Abundance

Rorippa naaturtim-aquaticum

0

Cladophora sp.

0

Chara sp.

- - ------------ -------- Berula erecta

-

7 and *

0

A

Zannichellia pal.ustris

A

Hippurus vulga.re

0

-Ranunculus -circinatua
-

T)'pba latifolia
Scirpue acutus
See table 60.

Fig. 29.--Plot

u

SpirOgyl"& sp.

Mimul UIS gutta tws

*

r

Lemnaminor

- -

.J

-

transect

\

of Burt Spring Pond showing location

0
0
0
0

Scale:

l"= 45

meters

of transect.
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TilLB 6.3
PHYSICAL
AIDCBEIIICAL
FEAT~

•
0

o;
67

10

Distance along transect
20 25 30 35 40

15

STATION29
in meters

45

50

L,..
UV

55

B

70

1:

6J

4.5 ppm---dissolved 0X7gen----4.4 ppm

7.o--------7.9-------8.o-------8.o-------7.9

pH
498 ppm----308 ppa---308 ppm---308 ppn---308 ppm dissolv,d

/

\

top

miner.al.a

1-

6

temp. in

- water depth 62

- ...l::"'in meters

-

2-

ttom

degrees F.

62

.

Til'LE

64

MSTRIBU'l'IOB
OFVl!nETATION
STATION29 .J

•

05

0

10

----

Species frequency along transect
20 25 30 3; 40 45 50

15

Potamogetan f oliosus
Potamogeton peetinatus
Berula erecta

55

60

I:

6;

70*

lbundanc19
-

-

Cladophora sp.
,
Potamogeton natans

Zannichellia paluatris
Urtricularia minor
Scirpus acutus

----

-0
-0

Ceratoph,yll um demersum
llyriophy-11umverticillatum
Spirodela polyrhiza

A
-

-0
-0

Lemna minor

-

7
*

Sagittaria c1211eata
llimul us guttatus
Lines indicate

--o

Chara sp.

occurrence of plant along transect.
frequent, 0 ::.occasional, R=rare.

.&=abundant, F=

---·

Pig. 30.--Plot

0
0
R
0
F
0

Scale: 1 • = 70
meters

of Salem Pond Station showing location of transect.

A
0
G
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TABLE65

PHYSIC.lL
ANDCHEMICAL
FEATURESSTATION.30

"

0

05
70

Distance along di•continuoua
10
68

15~175~190

168

transect

195

200
68

in meters

20;

E
225

8.4-pH------------8.3---------------------8.4
201 PJD diseolved-238 pJll-----------------232
· minerals

1-

220

210
215
67 .

--water depth
in •ter•

2 -

64

6,3

64

ppn

water temp. in
degrees F.
a 175 meter break in transect. See also
table 66.
.

TABLE 66

DISTRIBUTION
OFV:mETJ.TIOISTATION30 f
W

0

05

10

Species .frequency along discontinuows

15--E-175---+-190 195

200

- -

Potuogeton

*

20;

210

215

pectinatus

220

E

225

Abundance--!
F

Potaaogeton nodosua

,

Cladophora sp.

0

Potamogeton roliosua

Zannichellia-

palustris

0

-

Lines indicate occurrence or plant along transect.
l =.frequent, 0 =occasional.

transect

Fig. 31.--Plot

transect

or Genola Reservior

showing location

-

F

Scale: 1 •=70
meters

or transect.

s,
TABLE 67
PHYSICALANDCHEMICAL
FEATURES STATION 31

E Distance along transect in meters
O
5
10
15
73
73
temperature in
1 top--=-_ --74
degrees F. \.
5.7 ppn dissolved o2
bottom ____ , 72
71
70

7.8-------7.8-------7.8

water depth in meters~l-

plI

601 ppn---601. ppn---601

ppm diasol ved

minerals

TABLE68
DISTRIBUTIONOF vmETATION STATION 31

B S~cies

Species

0

Ruppia mari tima

Typha

*

-=---------- --

sp.

angustifolia

Scirpus olneyi
Lines indicate

f'req_uency 'I ab ~.-i5 20 A WlU&UC8

10

*

J.

Potamogeton pectinatus
Spirogyra

05

I-

F

-

occurrence of plant along transect.
0 = occasional.

F
0
0

A= abundant, F = frequent,

transect

Scale: 1•= 10 metel"e
Fig.

32.--Plot

transect.

of Goehen 'larm Spring Station

showing location

of

56

TABLE 69

PHYSICALANDCHEMICAL
FEATURES STATION .32

s
0

Transect 1.
05

65

10
66

65

-1----water
at top-8.4

15
66

25

20

67
65

Di.eta.nee along transect
in meters

67

35 N

67
65
65
65
temperature in
degrees F.
depth in meters-------.5

------

Transect 2.

E

O

5

66

_

66

current speed
.2 meter/sec.

-L-----

....

pH-----------~---8.4---------------------m-8.2---------8.2
498 ppm dissolved----498 ppm-------------------498
ppn-----498 ppm
minerals
bottom- 7 • 8 pH---------------s.o
498 ppm dissolved----498 ppm
minerals

TABLE 70

DISTRIBUTIONOF Vl!XiETATIONSTATION 32 f,

Species

s

0

Transect 1
Transect 2
Species frequency along transect
I
05
10
15
20
25
30 35* E0 05 10

Chara sp.

Potamogeton pectinatus
Potamogeton nodosus
- - -- - - Zanniehellia palustris
Scirpus a.cutus
Typha la.tifolia
Typha angustifolia
Ruppia maritima
f Lines indicate occurrence or plant along transect.
* A= abundant, F = frequent, 0 =occasional.
)

,~ ____

-0

-o

F

0
A

A
0

--r
_______.
- - F

transect
2~

outflow canal

Fig. 3.3.--Plot or Goshen Reservior Station

Scale: 1" =~5
meters

showing location

or transects.
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'l'ABLE 71

PHYSICALANDCHEMICAL
FEATURESSTATION 33

7

W Distance along transect 1n meters
O
5
10
15
20
67
temp. in degrees _'t\op 64
67
r.
bottom_
water depth
62
64
65
1n cm.---20

-

______

7.2--------~--~-7.3

__,

pH

498 ppn---------740 ppra dissolTed

minerals

'UBLE

72

MSTRIBUTIONOF VEGBTA'l'ION
STA1'ION 3.3

Species

Lemnatrisul.ca

Species frequency along transect
*
'I o o; 10 15
20 25 B Abundance
F

Lema minor

u
u

Chara sp.
Typha latifolia
Berula erecta
Bidene cernua
Ceratophyllum demersum
llimulus guttatus

*

0

F
F

A

Lines indicate occurrence or plant along transect.
A=abundant, F=-trequent, O=occuional,
U=ubiquitoua.

r
N

Fig. 34••-Plot
traneect.

\

0

transect

of Goshen Pothole, station

Scale:: 1 8 =7

meters

33, showing location

of
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TABLE 7.3
IWIGE 0, 'DTBRCHARACTERISTICS
ASSOCUTED'lrrH
AQUATICPLU'l' SPBCIIS A.NDTHEm GRE.lTBSTUUlf!ll.NCB

B7drogen-ion
Concentration

Species

Range

Free-floating
Aquatics
Cladophora spp.
Spirog,ra app.
..&zQl.lacaroliniana
Spirodela pol,rhiza
Leana c,cloatua
LemnaJaino.r

Lemnatrisulca
Submerged.Aquatics

6.9.9.0 7.4-8.4
7.2-8.8 7.4-7.8
7.4-8.2
7.9
s.o
7 • .3-8.1
7.4-9.0
7.4
7.2-9.0 7.2-7.9
7.2-7 • .3 *FR
s.o-8.6
7.5

* FR

7.7-8.4
*1R
7.2-8.2
7.8
7.7-8.0
7.2-7.4

* FR
* FR
*FR
8.9
8.2

7.4
7.5-8.2

*

.FR

9.0

s.o

7.0
8.0
*ffi

FR= Full range of conditions shown.

Degrees Fahrenheit

Temperature,.

Greatest
Greatest
Greatest
Abundance Range Abundance Range J.bundance

Chara spp.
6.o-8.s
Vaucberia spp.
7.4-8.2
Potamegeton pectinatus7.4-9.0
Potamogetonlatifolius7.4-8.9
Potuogeton nodosus
7.8-8 • .3
Potamogetontoliosus 7.2-8.6
R'1ppia mari'ti.a
7.8-8.0
Zannichellia pal.ustris7.2-8.8
Elodea canadensis
17.2-7.9
Ceratophyllum demersum.7.2-9.0
Ranunculus aquatilis
7• .3-8.9
Ranunculus circinatus 7.4-8.9
llyriophy-11um
8.2-9.0
verticillatum
Urtricularia minor
7.9-8.2
l'mergent Marsh Aquatics
Typha ugustitolia
7.3-8.1
Typha latitolia
7.1-8.9
$agittaria cuneata
6.9-8.1
Scirpus acutus
7• .3-9.4
Scirpus olneyi
s.o
Scirpus validus
6.9-7.1
Scirpus palludosus
7• .3-8.o
Pol7gonumcoccineum 7.9-8.9

*

Soluhle Sal.ta
in ppn

190-679 200-.300 58-76
59-750 200,..300 60-80
290-.385 .375
60--72
62-72
299-498
.380
290
290
58.68
58-76
47-740 *FR
62-67
740
498-740

60-75
60-70
70
70
65
62-68

11.3-740 * FR
290
190-290
11.3-755 250
113-650 180-300
2.38-498 * 1R
47-498 * FR
600
498-601
180-498 1so...2.4.o
190....344 .300
11.3-679 250-600
180-.30.3 180-250
180-290 * PR
324-679 575-625
32.4.-498 32.4.

52-74
56-60
62-80
56-90
62-66
58-72
65-74
56-72
59=72
62-7.3
56-7.3
58-64
6,3-68
62-66

64-74
58
* FR

720
715-740
180-679 320-400
122-4.33 * FR
312-750 * PR
319
.319
22.3-260 2.4,0
319-750
.319
213-.38.3 * FR

72-74
60-74

60-69
64-90
69-73
60-61

69-75

63-81

* 1R

* n.

* FR

* FR
72

65-70
68

*

JR

* FR

* .FR
65
66

72
64-74

* :m
65-75
* FR
*ffi

72

* .FR

Continued ••••••••
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TABLE7.3--Continued

Species

*
I

FR= Full

Soluble

Temperaturef

Greatest
Greatest
Greatest
Range Abundance Range Abundance Range Abundance

Rorippa nasturtiumaquaticum
Hippurus vulgaris
Sium suave
Berul.a erects.
llimul. us gutta tus

Bidens cernua

Salts
in ppa

Hydrogen-ion
Concentration

6.9-8.8

s.0-8.1
7.4-8.1
6.9-8.2
6.9-8.1
7.2-8.1

7.0-8.0

8.1

8.1
6.9-7.2
6.9-8.2

7.2

180-.319 260-315
236-240

290

236-498

260-.317
290-498

range ot condi ti ems shown.

Degrees Fahrenheit

240

60-74
60-66

* FR

58-74
56-62
58-66

290
260-450

498

58-66

60-70

63-66

64-66

60-64

60-61

62-64

60

TABLE74
AREAFREQUEN·cy
OF AQUATICPLANTSPECIES
ANDTHEIR MSTRIBUTIONBY STATION

Species SaaP.l•.b;eaence
and Scientific
N~e

Thallophyta

Distribut.1.on by
station Namber
10
20

30
12345678912345678912345678912.3

0

( algae )

o.o, Batrachospermum
0.45 Cladophora sp.
Cbaetophora sp.
0.45 Chara s:a0.0.3 Dr-~~;'.2'Jl•

sp.

--

- - ------ -

0.03 Enteromorpha sp.
0.03 Hydrodictyon sp.
0.03 Nostoc sp.
0.18 Spirogyra spp.
Stigonema sp.
Tetraspora sp.
Ulothrix sp.
0.09 Vaucheria sp.

-

-- - -

0
10
20
.30
12345678912345678912345678912.3

Bryophyta

0.03 hblystegium variwa (Hectw.) Lindb.
•
0. 03 Brachythecium populeum ( Hedw.) B.&.S.
0.03 Braehythecium rivulere Bry. Em'.
•
Cratoneuron filicinium
(Hedw.) Roth
Dr-apanocladus aduncus (Bland) Warnst.
Drapanocladus revolvens (SW.;C.M.) Warnat. forma•
0.03 Fontinalis
duriaei
Sebimp.
Funaria hygrometrica
Ch-out.
0.0.3 Hygroamblystegium irrigiUJB (lils.)
Loeske.
Hygrohypnum bestii (Ren. & Bryhn.) Broth.
0.03 Leptodictyum riparium (Schultz) Grout.

Riccia f'luitans L.
0.03 Ricciocarpus natans (L.) Corda

Salviniaceae

Bguisetacey
0.1; Bquisetum arvense

-

10

20

30

12345678912.345678912.345678912,3

Pteridophyta

0.09 Azolla caroliniana

0

Willd.

t.

-- -

-

-

Continued••••••••
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T.IBLB 74--Continued

SJ)9cies 8alavle::,fJ'esence
and

Scientific

0

Name

Distribution
by
Station Number
10
20

30

123456789 123456789 12.3456789123

Spermatophyta

'l'y;phaceae

0.15 Typba angustifolia
L.
o.51 Ttplia latitolia
L.

---

Sparganiaceae
0.03 Spe.rganium anguatitoliUII

Engelm.
Sparganium minimum Fries.

(lforong)
Rydb. ( Simplex G.}

-

NaJadaceae
0.03 Potamogeton alpinus Bal.bis
0.0.3 Potamogeton crispus L.
o.0.3 Potamogeton gramineus L.
o.27 Potamogeton foliosus Raf.
o.24 Potemogeton latif olius (Robbins)

aequalis

Sobol.

elata

(Nash.)

-

- -

(Forsk.)

0.03 Catabrosa aquatica (L).
0.03 Eragrostis hypnoides (Lam.) B.S.P.
0.03 Glyceria borealis (Nash) Batchelder
Glyceria

- - - -

Hitch.

0.03 Gl7ceria grandis Wats
0.03 Leersia oryzoides (L) Swartz.
0.03 Pbalaris arundinacea
L.
Pbragmites comnnmis Trin
L.
Pea pratensis

-----------

-

----

0
10
20
30
123456789123456789123456789123

---

Michx.

Gramineae
0.03 .lgrostis semiverticillata

o.06.ll.opecurus

-

--

.... - ....

- -

-

apud Lam.

.llismace~

Hydrocharitaceae
0.09 nodea canadenais

-

-

Morong

L.
0.0.3 .ll.isma-plantago-aquatica
0.18 Sagittaria cuneata Sheldon

--

--

mul tipedunculatm

0.03 Potamogeton natans L.
o.06 Potamogeton nodosus Poir.
0.39 Potamogeton pectinatus L.
o.06Ruppia maritima L.
0.30 Zannichellia
palustris
L.

... --

- ---

Michx.

o.06Sparganium eurocarpum
0.03 Sparganim

-----

c.

Christ
- -

-

-

-

•

-

•
Continad

•
•• ••••••••
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TABLB 74--Continued

Distribution by
Sw.tion lumber

Species
:Jlf'esence
and Scientific
Name

0
10
20
30
123456789 123456789 123456789 123

Craraceae
Carex atherodes
Spreng.
o.06 Carex nebraskensis Dewey
0.0.3 Carex retrorsa
Schw.
0~06 Eleocharis acicularis
(L.) R.& s.
0.09 Bl.eocbaris macroatachya Britt.
0.0.3 Eleocharis palustris
(L.) R.& s.
o.51 Scirpus acutus Muhl.
Scirpus americana Pers.
0,0.3 Scirpus
Preal.
o.06Scirpus ~.__.
s. Wats.
0.12 Scirpus olneyi Gray

- - .. -

------ - ------------

!:crou

0.03 Scirpus pallidus (Britt.)
0.06 Scirpus paludosus (Britt.)
0.09 Scirpus validus
Vahl,
Lemnaceae

o.06Lemus.cyclostasa
0,45 Lemna minorL.

0.0.3 Leuma trisulca

Fernald

Fernald

L.

0.15 Spirodela polyrhiza (L.) Schleid

JJmcacee

0.0.3 Juncus baltieus
Willd,
o.06Juncus saximontanus .l Nels.
0.12 Juncus torreyi
Coville
Pql:y;gonapeae
Polygonum amphibium

- - --

L.

Qeratophyllaoee

0.2.4 Ceratopbfllm demersum L.
.Nqphaeaceae
0.03 Bymphae polysepala (Bngelm.) Greene.

Ranunculacey

0.2.4 Ran.uncul.us aquatilis

Qruciferae

Sibth.
L.

0.24 Rorippa nasturtim•aquatie'IIII

-.

0
10
20
30
12.34S6789 123456789 12.3456789 123

o. 09 Polygonum eoceineuta Muhl.

0.09 Ranunculus circinatua

- -- - - .. - -

·------- -- - - ..-

- ..

(:Ell.) Chev.

-

R. Br.

..

-

---

---

-- -

-------- - - -

-

--- -

-

- --

Continued••••••••••
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TABLE 7.4--Continued

Distribution b7
Station Number
0
10
20
30
12.345678912.3456789
123456789123

Species S.P.]:e:.l1'esence

and Scientific

Name

Callitrichas,eae
autumnal.is L.
palustria
L.

0.03 Callitriche
0.03 Callitriche

·. El.atin.aceae

0.03 Blati.ne triandra

'

..

Schk.

Balorigadacey
0.06 Hippuris vulgaris
L.
0.12 Myriopqllum verticillatum

L.

Umbel,;J.iterae

0.27 Beru1.a erects. (Huds.) Coville
0.0.3 Sium suave Walt._

Sglanacm

o.09 Solanum dulcamara L.
Scrophulariaceae
0.03 Linmoaella aqua.tica L.
0.03 Limnosella aubulata Ives.
0.21 llimu1.uaguttatua Fisch.
0.03 Veronica anagallis-aqua.tica
0.03 Veronica amerioana

(Rat.)

L.
Schwein

0

minor L.

0.09 Bidens eernua. L.

-

---

-

- --- - - -- -

10
20
.30
12.345678912.3456789123456789
123

-

tentibul.giaceae

o.06Utrieu1.aria
Cqapoai tae

--

-

..

-

-- -

- .. ---- -

-

-

-

-
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Ecological

Notes of Principal

Free-floating
Cladophora n.--Cladophora
alga investigated.

distributed
trailing

in the current

Aquatic Plants

Aquatic Plants

was found to be one of the mose widely
It was found in streams attached

and in many ponds and streams and sloughs as a

dense covering at the water surface.

Water conditions

of the lower Provo

River between the mouth of Provo canyon and 16th South Street,
especially

for the species.

favorable

to rocks

pothole was best for quiet-water

Provo, were

Its growth in the Jordan River

habitats.

It was never noted in highly

turbid waters.

The study shows that the plant grew best in clear water,

exposed to full

sunlight,

about 75 degrees.
rapidly

and where the water temperature

didn't

In some such cases, the plant growth proceeded so

that surface filaments

were pushed up out of the water where they

<b-ied leaving a white cast covering the green layers below.
were stagnant

sustained

only a limited

cladophora growth.

of occurrence and almost rare abundance at sites
turbidity

might be explained by the reduced light

a few inches under the water surface.
subject

exceed

to considerable

Ponds that
Its low frequency

of moderate to heavy water
available

to a plant even

Many highly turbid waters are also

wind, which might be unfavorable

for growth of

cladophora.
Spiro~
collections

.!l[Q.--No effort

to the species level.

ments and cells

to vary greatly

wa.s made to identify

Microscopic observations
among the collections

presence of more than a single species.
important limiting
limited

condition

in distribution

the spirogyra
showed fila-

indicating

the

The most obvious and perhaps

for these species was turbidity.

to clear water where it usually

It was

grew at or near

65
the bottom in cushion masses.
five or six stations
It was located

It was not noted in sttgnant

it was tound in water,

water.

having a slight

water

in waters having a ride range of soluble salt

from 59 to 750 ppm where tl'le temperature didn't

In

now.

concentration,

exceed 72 degrees.

low frequency of 0.18 could be e:x:pla1nedb7 tbe paucity

Its

ot aquatic sites

or to the time ot 7ear when observations

in the area that meet its requirement

were made.
Azolla caroliniana--This
at the roadside

cool.

grew luxuriantly

16.

slough at station

Here, the water surface

at this site

seemed particularly

.,

Spirodela pol;yrJliz1--Spirodela
land water8 not subject
cladophora and azolla

wae fully

about 7 .4 to 8.0 and

The waters there were mlldl7 baeic,

Conditions

and abundantly

rays ot the sun SM a mild current aixed the waters

exposed to the direct
of the slough.

species

was distributed

in many instances.
It flourished

tor this species •

e:x:clusivel7 in l.ow•

It was associated

to stagnation.

the dominant species.

suited

with

LE!

m,nor,

In no case was it observed to be

best under full

sunlight

where the

waters were not highl.7 turbid.
Lew

was a very uncommonspecies.

c19loatasa--This

It f'ormed an almost continuous

best at the Ironton Pond station.
over many of the rivulets

It t'lourished

cover

that arose from a seep which flowed into the pond.

The waters there were well shaded, cool, mildly basic,

and low in soluble

salts.

Lemna~--Lemna
lakes a~d protected

streamsides

of 0.48 1ras exceeded .only b7

fl.ourished

in waters

among ponds, sloughe,

was widel1 distributed

or the

study area.

tZPb!latitelif

ot both high

and §ciLf:u.ws.1911t;s. It

and low soluble

waters where it grew were cool, in th& mid-sixty
it was moderately basic at about 7 .4.

Its record-high
aalt

coocentrations.

frequency

Tm

temperature i-anse, where

Leama was usually

abeent trom highly

turbid waters.

66
The species grew .well in shaded as well as open area••

24 at Payson Lake sustained the species better than

The waters ot station

any others of the study.

For three successive

years the writer has observed

an almost complete Lemna cover over the lake 8U:rface by mid-August.

Submerged Aquatic Plants

.

Chara .!.m!•--Stonewort was the most widely distributed
aquatic of the stud1.

Where present it f'ormed a nearly eomplete mat over

the bottom of the site.

growth.

It flourished

A silt

or muck bottom soil seems necessary for its

best in shallow waters of low turbidity

water surface barely covered the uppermost thalli.
few aquatics

submerged

where the

Chara was one of the

encountered that grew in stagnant waters.

Growth was success-

ful through a wide range of hydrogen-ion and soluble salt

concentrations.

It was most abundant in the cooler waters ranging from 52 to 74 degrees
Fahrenheit.

Chara was one of the few aquatics

investigated

very abundant in waters having a ~ery high concentration
Chara was noted in the pothole at station
determination

that was often

of soluble salts.

15 in 1954 where a soluble salt

of 1,041 ppm was taken.

Vaucheria ,!l2.--This species was observed only in the American Fork
and Provo River drainage areas.

In these areas it was limited

sunlite

free of turbidity.

waters that were largely

formed a dark green mass over the silted
Potamogeton pectinatua.--This
out the study area.

In most instances

it

stream. bottom.

species was widely distributed

through-

It was found to grow well in a wide range of physical

and chemical conditions.
situations

to shallow,

It flourished

where the turbidity

that grew in Utah Lake.

was low.

best in a number of farm pond
It was one of the few aquatics

Although it was widely distributed,

became very abundant at any 1ite.

it rarel1

It grew best at the farm pond at station

17.

67

A silted

bottom seems necesaary for its growth.

It showed poor growth

in etagnant situations.
Potamogeton latifoliua.--This
in distribution

species showed two striking

with PotamogetgD pectinatl!!•

First,

it was much more common

in streams and, secondly, it was more widely distributed
Lake.

Ita most luxuriant

River at station
moet limited
Utah Lake.

14.

differences

an<! abundant in Utah

growth wae observed near the wooden dam on Provo

Here the shoots exceeded 1.5 meters in length.

growth was noted along the fluctuating

eastern shoreline

Its
of

It was the only submerged aquatic noted in the Jordan River.

The physical conditions

of the waters where it grew were essentially

same as for Potamogeton pectinat~.

however, it grew successfully

Contrasting

the

with Potamogeton pectinatus,

in gravel and sand associated

with many of

the streams of the east side of the valley.
Potamogeton nodosus.--This
and Genola Reserviors.

species was found exclusively

Both habitats

ranged from 7.8 to 8.3 in hydrogen-ion

from 63 to 65 degrees in temperature,

concentration,

mineral concentration

in Goshen

while the dissolved

at Goshen Reservior was about 230 ppm. and near 500

ppm. at Genola Reservior.

There was a definite

decrease in its abundance

at a water depth or 1.5 meters on the east end of the Genola site even though
the adjoining waters were chemically and physically

similiar.

It was round

in the shallow waters of the Goshen Reservior which were much more turbid.
It was rooted in ponds having bottoms of silt

soil which had open, unshaded

surface waters.
Potamogeton foliosua.--This
temperatures

species occurred only in waters having

in the mid-sixty range where the turbidity

robust growth in the Genola Rese:rvior.

In no instance•

water• having higher than 500 ppm. of soluble salts.

was low.

It made

was it observed in
Ite distribution

seemed

little

68
effected by the hydrogen-ion concentration

unusual feature of its growth is its ability
were collected

An

to grow in deep water.

Shoots

at Payson Lake from a water depth ot 2.4 meters which exceeded

or a

this le~gth by a tenth

meter.

Ruppia maritima.--'I'his
at only two stations.
sections

ot the water.

species,

known as, widgeon grass, was noted

Its best growth was made in the rock bottomed

ot the Goshen WarmSprings where it was growing abundantly.

The

waters there remain about 70 degree• the year around and are very low in
turbidity,

though high in soluble salts

to tolerate

turbid waters as shown by its presence in the outflow canal

the Goshen Reservior,

perhaps the most turbid site in the study area.

was tound too infrequently
factor•

at 600 ppm. It seems to be able

or

Ruppia

to obtain much information about the physical

controlling

its distributi~.

Zmmichellia

palustris.--The

most striking

feature

of the diatribution

ot this species ia its trequen'i and robust growth made in many clear-water
sites.

When present in turbid waters it was confined to the shoreline

in water no more than a tew inches in depth.
abtmdance was definitely

correlated

areas

The growth ot zannichellia

with cool water, mild alkalinity

in

and

low soluble salt concentrations.
Elodea can.adenaia.--Elodea was found exclusively
Provo River drainage below the Carterville
near Utah Lake.
Big Dr7 Creek at

in the lower

Bridge and some of the irrigation

It termed a dense mat over the surface waters ot
18.

llany irrigation

in sou'\hwest Provo

where the water was derived trom Provo River contained elodea.

llildy basic

waters seem most suited tor this species where cool in temperature and where
the soluble sal ta are light

to moderate.

any but r;mming water situatione.

In no instance•

was it f 0tmd in
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Ceratophy'llum gemersum,~-Thespecies was distriQuted in waters of
light

to moderate turbidity

as well.

U8ually in ponds but occassion.ally in streams

It grew best in the slough at station. 11.

Good growth was noted

tor the specie• over a wide range ot water conditions • .l muek or silt
soil was noted in every instance
Ranuncul.us

type

of its presence.

aguatilis.--This

species

was

abundantly distributed

in

Provo River below the Deer Creek Dam tor a distance ot several mile• where
submerged •and bars remained from deposition.
mats trailing
mildlf basic.

in

the water.

The

In this area it formed dense

water• were cool, low in soluble aal.ta and

When present in. turbid water• it was confined to shoreline

areas where it tended to encroach over the pond surface.
abundantly at six additional

station.a.

Jlanmeulus eircinatus.--Thi•
the same as those ot

It occurred less

species occurred in waters essentially

Ranunculws
aguatilis

only lesa abundantly and less

frequently.
Jbriophyllum vgn:ticillatum.--Thi•

species was the only submerged

aquatic observed that was limited to the water• or moderate to heavy soluble
salt

concentrations.

every instance,
that

It grew best in Ironton and Jordan OxbowPonds.

it1 occurrence was in waters about 60 degrees in temperature

were very alkaline

was greatly retarded.

Urtricularia

in nature.

When the plant was •haded it•

It grew well in roeky and silt

growth

soils aa well.

minor.--Bladderwort waa noted at only two stations,

the 'lest Lehi Pond and Salem Pond.

In both ca:se• it frequented shaded

waters near the shoreline where there was moderate alkalinity
sal ta.

In.

The plant body was noted to be very delieate

become broken by he&V)"eurrent or wawe action.

and aoluble

and might easily

Few si tea in the study'

area seemingly offer the protected waters required by this species.
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Emergent Aqua.tic Plan.ti

Typha latitolia.--This

ot 0.51 with Seirpus acutue.
streams, and sloughs.

It

species shared its high frequency

cattail

It was round around well established

grew best in the water•

temperature where the hydrogen-ion concentration
the soluble salts
in both silt

of the upper 70 degree
was moderately basic and

ranged between 300 and 400 ppm. Thia specie• occurred

and roeky areu

The largest

ponds,

where the water conditions were suitable.

single stand of the 1peeiea n.s at the south margin of Goshen

Reservior where the water was shallo~ throughout a rather wide bay.
anguatitolia.--Thia
than Tzyhe, 1.atif'olia.
Utah Lake at. station

species was muchles•

Its best growth was noted on the west shoreline
6 where an artesian

broad stand or

eovered
sal.'\a.

there .was an artesian
associated

Here, a

or the

In halt

water source.

The water• were mildly basic but very
stations

where the species was present

In every instance,

its occurrence was

with very high soluble salt concentrations.

Sagittaria

cuneata.--There

abundance and mildly buie
ppm.

spring enters the lake.

of

the area through which the stream water

passed as it flowed toward the lake.
high in soluble

widely distributed

was a clear correlation

between arrowleat

water• where the soluble a8lta did not exceed 400

Waters around the species were cool by area atandarda.

it grew in a muck soil.

In every instance

The roots are white and ver1 delicate and probably

require a soft aoil for sueceastul
areas an.1 trom aha.de. The plant

growth.

The plants

always gx-ew in open

often grows in shallow stagnant pool• or

tepid water.
Scirpua olnert.--There

was a correlation

the presence and abundal).ce er thH

station

-epe~ies.

ill

between artesian

water• and

but the Big Dry Creek

it was asaoeiated· with water from underground

non.

At station

6 and 26 it grew in thick
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where the water rose t(I) the ground surface

stands

It was not observed

and, flowed to lower elevations.

or •oluble

It wu noted ·1n water• having a wide range

validua.--Thia

Scirpua
In e&eh case it

occurred

low in soluble aal t••

specie• was present

in running

salt

warm waterso

concentration•

was near 8.0.

concentration

where the hydrogen-ion

in turbid,

at only three stations.

waters tha:t were cold, mildly

The waters of all three

stations

baaie and

f'J'om

were derived

the Provo lli ver.

Seirp

having a frequency
growth.

specie•

of 0.51.

In moat case, it was the dominant aquatie

It ahowed a definite

any location.
proper

was the most abundant &qWltie of the study

aeutua.--'l'hi•

ror a

abundance there.

It was rarely

competition

with other aquatiea

turbidity.

The 1pecies

concentrations
baaie waters

either

in the waters

turbidity

water sites

around it.

and 11 aomewha't tolerant

or tolerated

It

or a

or high

oeeurred

tor

tor the

habitat

observed

of the study
due to

perhaps

which are more abundant in water•
required

grow• best in ver7 baaie water•
silt

at clear

abundant

or muck soil

It was the only species

in the llud Lake-arm or Utah Lake where the highest

was noted.

ailt

areas aeemed the best

Utah Lake shoreline

judging trom its

requirement

at

of low

high soluble

salt

predominately

in very

tl 'ti.etuating water level.

aoluble aal.ta asaoeiated

It

with a

soil.

Scirpua
two station.a.

paludoay.--Thi•

somewhat rare

In both instance•

red by mildly basic arteaian

it

water•

aoluble salts

varied

Both habitats

were exposed to full

.by soil

banb.

occurred

scirpws was noted at only

in shallow watered channel•

whieh were low in turbidity

f'J'om.320 ppm, in one instance,

The few sites

sunlight

ottering

these

o

The

to 750 ppm ill anothero

and were protected
eondi'tiona

perhaps

from the win4
explain•
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its low frequency of 0.06.

Polygonum amphibiU!l.&,--Where
present

as more than occasional
water conditiona.

It was present in a wide range of

in abundance.

In each instance

thi• aquatie wae never noted

it was growing in waters moderate to
It was alway-a associated

high in hydrogen-ion concentration.

with the

area or in a place or shallow water.

shoreline

•Rorippa naeturtium-aguatieum.--Thia
bution to cold clear-water
free of turbidity.

oharaeteristie.

site•

aqua.tie was limited

in distri-

with water• low in soluble aalts

Water or low hydrogen=ion eoneentration

It grew best in waters that were subject

was

that were
also

to nowo

The

plant was found to be very shade tolerant.

§!S suave.--The conditions where this species grew were- essentially

the aame as tor Rorippa napturtium-aguatieum

although it we.a mueh less

frequent.

Berllla ereeta.--The

conditions under which this species grew were

about the same as those for Rorippa nasturtium-ag;µaticum.

and abundant than~

frequent

MimuJ.128
guttatua.-~The

aimiliar

It was much more

suave.
habitat

requirement•

for mimulus was very

to the above three species except that it occurs in more open

areas exposed to full

sunlight

and

was

exclU8ively .found associated

with

shallow running streams that were never more than moderately basico
Hippurus vulgaria.=-Marestails
in waters
highly

or artesian

correlated

and low turbidity.

in every instance

nature where the water waa coldo

with waters of low soluble aalta,

was noted only

Its presence was

moderate alkalinity

CHAPTEaIV

DISCUSSION
Aqwa.tic species ocour where they do beeause of the opportunity
sueces•tul

migration and favorable phyeieal condition•.

the latter

study coneerns primarily
be briefly

eTaluatec!.

establishment.

'\J

yet it has many• open

di•seminated,

ot mueh competition,
little

Relatively

reaching the valley fioor.
by resident

migration possibilities

..

runoff water leaves the area after

The phoresis ot many seeds is accomplished

canals serve to further

or water

hydrogen-ion eoneentration

or aquatic

that is relatively

cool, and not subjeet to stagnation.

Scores of man-

diseeminate the species.

J'avorable conditions for the growth
by this study to consist

n

as to physical and chemi-

and migratory wildt01rl commonto the area.

made irrigation

will

a condition usetul for species

The waters are highly variable

cal characteristics.

Although this

The study area is small and 1U4uatic plants generally

are widely diaper•ed and easily
areas which are tree

factors,

for

plants were shown

free ot turbidity,

Furthermore, the most suitable

was f'rom 7.2 to 8.0 and the soluble salt

eoneentrat1on up to about 600 ppmo
Measurement of certain
the waters ot central
areas.

pb.ysieal and chemical eharacteristies

Utah revealed eonsiderable

Hydrogen-ion concentrations

diversity

ot

among its wetland

varied from 6.9, at places along the

Provo River, to a high of 9.4 in MudLake, south of Provoo Soluble salts
were in very low concentrations

47 ppm.. was found.

In eontrast.,

noted at the Goshen Reservior.

at Payson Lake where a eoneentration
the high concentration

ot

ot 750 ppm. was

Most temperature readings were taken between

9:00 !II and 3:00 PMduring the month ot August.
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The coolest waters were
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those ot artesi-an sources such as at Burt Spring Pond at the mouth of Hobble

Creek Canyon where a low temperature

of 5i degrees was found.

Utah Lake

water in shallow western shore areas often rose to 90 degrees by mid-afternoon.

MudLake and Goshen Reservior were the most turbid sites

\ The waters ot Provo and .American Fork Rivers were generally
as were most artesian
turbidity,

waters.

were generally

Artesian

of water intluences

\. of dissolved minerals to the aquatic plant.
obtainable

The eoncentration

range.

Some

throughout a wide part of

of hydrogen-ions may be a critical

mental factor where the soil solution
tration

the availability

to a plant along a narrow section or

this range, others are about equally available

minerals.

wells had

Bach mineral has a pattern

through a hydrogen-ion coneentration

minerals are only readily
the range.

The artesian

of 7.4 to 8.2.

The hydrogen-ion concentration
or varying availability

very clear

nows, though cold and low in

high in soluble salts.

hydrogen-ion concentrations

visited.

is particularly

Aquatie plants exert some influence

environ-

low in certain

on the hydrogen-ion eoncen-

of the water through the exchange or carbon dioxide and possibly

other activities.
The soil provides minerals to aquatic plants.
them directly

trom the soil by exchange or from the soil solution

contains dissolved minerals.

Free-noating

pond water which is an extension
surface.

Such free-noating
Rooted varieties,

which

plants get mine:l'als from the

of the soil solution

above the ground

plants may be most eritiee.lly

the dissolved minere.1 supply due to their
source.

They may rece~ve

distant

affected

by

removal from the mineral

whether submerged or emergent, get most of their

minerals from the soil.
\

The soluble mineral salt

concentration

of water is not only

important as a source of minerals to plants but it affects

the osmotic

pressure
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Such a site as Lehi Pond which has water

of the water as well.

high in soluble salts

probably excludes many aquatic plants which find

the osmotic pressure unfavorable
Turbidity

to their

has the effect

growth.

of reducing the amount of light

'\,to the plants that grow in or under the water.
the rate of photosynthesis
and excessively

and thereby retards

Increased
growth.

high temperature operate together

\

products.

an abrasive effect

Under certain

upon the aquatics

may result

aeration

in poor aeration

study.

and limited

speeitic
tor future

in the

around the plant
Stagnant water

micro-organism activities

such as

that not all of the ecological

largely

factors

have been investigated

excluded detailed

or the siteso

might reveal some special

in

soil study and

It was hoped that the

problems o:f a more detailed

nature

investigation.

The most widely distributed
aeutus and Troha latitolia.
equal to these species.

and abundant aquatics

were Scirpus

_ Lemna_minor showed an ephemeral abundance
Chara spp. was the most widely noted alga.

Najadaeeae family was represented

abundant.

to aquatics

at the pond bottom.

minerals ion concentrations

present effort

benefieial

aquatie plant distribution

Time considerations

can have

during active wave or current actiono

It was apparent to the writer
this

turbidity

and renew mineral supplj.

decomposition of organic residues
that might influence

High turbidity

They mix and change the solution

which promotes better

lowers

the rate of oxidation

conditions

Water current and waves are generally
absence of turbidity.

turbidity

to the di~ntages

of an aquatic because elevated temperature increases
of photosynthetic

available

by ten species

The

many of which were very

The more important members of the family include Potamogeton

toliosus,

Potamogeton lati:folius,

palustris.

The rare aquatics

Riccia fiuitans,

Potamogeton peetinatus,

disclosed

and Zannichellia

as present in the area included

Ricciocarpws natans, Lemna cx:elostasa,

Lemna'trisulca,

Calli triche

autumnalis,

Urtricularia

m!n2.t•

Calli triche

It should be noted that
identified

species

to species

silt

soil

through

by its

the f'ull

tender

of competition
seems typical

which feed heavily

variation
P!Judosus

and chemical

was the muck or

Where a species

but not abundantly

so, biotic

was
factors

Potamogeton pectinatus
it was heavily

with ducks and coots

each year.

olneyi

which were identified,

requirements.

t~t

was usually

was restrieted

There is,

or

from 213 to 750 ppm. Scirpus
exceeding

'l'he most selective

associated

aeutus

eonditions

ot any species

group that

successfully

validus'

of this
tolerated

The submerged aquatics
altogethero

or the species

with artesian

a wide toleration

tlows.

Scirpus

and spindly

of soluble

salts

was not noted in waters having soluble

260 ppm. ,Scirpus acutus

made only a sparse

showed considerable

to sloughs with high banks and other protected

It shared with Scirpus

excluded

physical

as an

seed use for food by ducks might spread the

of Scirpus,

in ecological

was Scirpus

salts

ot sever!ll

range or the species.

The species

places.

branches.

upon the seeds and plants
that

of genera not

In a number ot pond situations

regard.

the possibi,J.ity

distribution

sites

such as Cladophora and associated

shaded by plants
course,

range of all

should be looked to as important.
in this

and

The genus Chara,

between all

tballus

noted in a wide range ot conditions

triandra

due to the occurrence

being involved.

The one similarity

required

Ela tine

the range or distribution

requirements

example, was distributed
noted.

palustris,

was broad perhaps

or different

conditions
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genuso

occurred

in the widest range of

It was the only member or the

the water conditions
were most effected
growth in turbid

Potamogeton latitolius,

common to Utah Lake.

by water turbidity.
waters

while spirogyra

Ruppia maritima

Chara
seemed

and some others
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which produce leaves that rose to or near the water surface
effected
valley

by turbidity.
sites

of aquatics

seemed least

ot many

It is important to note that the turbidity

such as Utah Lake is particularly

damaging to the very class

that growt.h habit could do much to stabilize

the lake bottom.

The writer was impressed with the change that is oceur~:l.ng in many
aquatic
felt

sites

of the area.

each year.

ing than it••

The infiuence

ot man is being more sharply

Salem Lake is being_used considerably
years ago.

The lower end or the lake on several

was strewn with f'ragments of submerged aquatics.
more subtle human influences
out certain

more for power boat•

This practice

and other

tar killing

have probably been responsible

species from the area.

occasions

According to Bertrand F. Harrison,

elodea was formerly commonin Salem Lake though not observed in the course
of this

study.

It was also noted that Potamogeton praelongw:i could not be
'

found anywhere in the area even though it was a commonspecies in streams
around Utah Lake in 1926 as reported
is a fairly

new· species

a number of sites

by Cottam (2).

to the county being collected

Potamogeton eripus
by the writer

along the east shore of Utah Lake although not reported

by Cottam in his comprehensive study of Utah Lake :flora.
been reported

for the state

An interesting

The species has

by Muenscher (6).

transplant

Goshen WarmSprings in 1954.

0£ Nympheae polysepala was observed at

.A few plants

were collected

from the Uinta

Mountains and brought there by Mr. Albert .llorgan, of Goshen.
a successful

They had made

growth in one of the southern ponds for two years at that date

al though the leaves

years later

from

appeared infected

on a subsequent visit

with an undetermined pathogen • Two

to the pond, the writer

noted the plants

were gone, the reason was undetermined.
Presently,

vast areas of Utah Lake are a biological

desert,

a condition
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for several. decades. One is impressed that here indeed

that haa prevailed

is a badly managed natural
would make possible

resource.

Reduction of its present

a more full expression

or its biological

turbidity
potentialities

in terms of fish production and other uses • One encouraging trend noted
by the writer was the soluble salt
as quoted by Tanner(12) stated
characteristic
attributed

of Utah Lake water.

this to the inflow of natural

determinations

and east shorelines
many other sites

He

waters which had been diverted

previous to entry into the lake.

such water use has increased

Clarke

that Utah Lake water had quadrupled in this

£rom ,306 ppm. to 1254 ppm. between 1884 and 1904.

for irrigation
salt

concentration

One would suppose that

since that date yet an average of 18 soluble

made during August at 6 stations

along the west, north

averaged 560 ppm. Such a reading could be obtained at

in the study area showing that it was not excessively

high.

The highest reading for the lake was 740 ppm. taken on the west shoreline.
Perhaps more extensive

samplµlg

It would appear,though,that
has at least

the damaging trend toward higher salt

concentrations

halted.

The periodicity

of such algae as cladophora has probably played

an important role in affecting
research

would produce a higher average reading.

the results

of this study.

of 1959, the abundance of cladophora was greatly

During the
reduced at the

Jordan Oxbowpond below previous years at a comparable time when the entire
pond surface was coyered with plant growth.

One would suppose that a season

of reduced cladophora growth would be conducive to the growth of submerged
aquatics

particularly

observations,
were little

of their

where the water was turbid.

Jll;yrio12h1llm9vertieillatum
effected

According to past

and Cerat012hYllJD demersum

by robust cladophora growth above themo Large portions

shoots lay at the water surface only mildly shaded by such covero

The deeper aquatics
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such as Potamogeton pectinatus

would be most effected

and perhaps more abundant under reduced cladophora growth.
the Burt Spring Pond and the farm pond at station
Differing

17 had eladophora present.

from the oxbow pond, however, these sites

were nearly choked with

Ceratophyllum demersum had a frequency of 100 at the farm

cladophora.

pond in spite of such cover.
foliosus

Also in 1959,

Potamogeton pectinatus

and Potamogeton

made a robust but not abundant growth under these conditions

where the water was highly shaded and mildly turbid.

This effect

was

noted less at Burt Spring Pond because the water was more clear and shallow.
Cladophora makes its best growth in the Provo River during the cool er months
or the year.
minor and other surface aquatics
and Azolla caroliniana
turbidity

were largely

such as Spirodela

.free from stations

such as Goshen Reservior and Utah Lake.

in a variety

or waters chemically similiar

shown that the above aquatics
areas open to the wind.

The writer

having high water

They were noted, however,

to such sites.

do best in sunlit.

polyrhiza

This study has

waters which often means

has noted many small protected

sites

such as ditches where the species have grown well in highly turbid waters,
kept so by human and animal infiuences.

Their paucity at large open sites

can be explained by the wind action which blows them into nearby emergent
communities where erowding and heavy shade further

retard

their

growth.

Extreme crowding ot lemna and the subsequent death of many plants has
been observed by the writer

at Payson Lake.

surface was covered with lemna.
port and pile the plants
A question

Usually by mid-August the lake

Westerly winds of the late

summer trans-

in thick hummocksalong the east shore.

which naturally

a.rises .from a study of this scope is

the extent to which aquatics were distributed

according to the site

conditions

or by chance.
outlined,

Until the ecological

the question

is difficult

to know the range of conditions
conditions

as osmotic pressure

investigated.
conditions

and temperature

have elevated

m

at which site

three stations
of central
requiring

and chemf~al

were noted and some definite

Utah waters was gained.
high toleration

become excessively

Whether

by the aquatics

grow.

osmotic pressures
the ecological
or sites

high along the west shore of

It is entirely

possible

damaging to many delicate

that some sites
submerged aquatics.

notes for each speeies describe,

such conditions

conditions

were found.

drops in frequency and abundance were associated

insofar

as

for the species and
In cases where obvious

with certain

physical

they were also mentioned.

Comparison between the aquatic
\

of mineral ions were not

in the range of physical

study bas shown, the optimum physical

conditions

necessary

known. It does appear, however, that the hydrogen-ion concen-

Utah Lake where few aquatics

this

It is particularly

under which a species can grow. Such water

commonto the thirty

fully

In chapter

to answer.

The growth of aquatics

these waters offer conditions
tration

of each species is clearly

and concentrations

concepts as to the variability
isn't
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requirements

American Fork River are interesting
Both habitats

showed soluble salt

communities of Provo River and

in light

or their

concentrations

chemical similarities.

in the 200 ppm to 300 ppm

range which were the lowest reading of the study tor waters or the lower
mountain and valley areas.
oxygen levels
\ certainly

were near 8.0 and 4 ppm. respectively,

conducive to plant growth.

similarities,
plants,

The hydrogen-ion concentrations
Yet in spite

American Fork River was largely

conditions

which are

or these important

devoid of higher aquatie

while Provo River was host to a great variety

and aquatic nigher plants.

and dissolved

Both waters drain granitic

of algae, mosses
soils

in their

upper reaches and calcareous
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soils

in their

lower regions.

however, is mueh more exposed to calcareous
of its water from such areas.
principally

drains granitic

rock and soil and gains most

By way of contrast,
soils.

Provo River,

American Fork River

There is the possibility,

therefore,

that mineral rieh limestone waters are in short supply in this river.
It seems unlikely,
the great disparity

however, that this characteristic
in aquatic populations

and spring temperature
that the habitats

studies

between the two streams.

alike in this regard.
warm the further

their

The waters of
descent in the canyon

proper when air temperature was higher than water temperature.
\

instances

Winter

ot the streams conducted in 1954-55 revealed

are essentially

"\.,both streams became increasingly

alone could explain

Provo River water rose in temperature

by the time it reached the Carterville

to the level

Bridge area.

In many
of the air

Readings taken at

8:00 All in August of 1959 at both streams and at comparable elevations

were

very similiar.

of

It is therefore

felt

that a temperature

American Fork River is not responsible

characteristic

for its low population

of aquaticso

The American Fork River is composed of an almost continuous

of rapids from its headwaters to the mouth of the canyon.
and boulders are highly eroded.

There is little

series

Bottom rocks

or no soil at its base.

The absence of soil and the presence of high water speed are probably
very important in reducing aquatic

eommunities in its waters.

shallowness of its waters is also significant.

The co~parative

Although Provo River has

many rapids with comparable water speeds ( 1 meter/ sec. ) to those of
\

American Fork River it also has many stred.iohes: of". aore:iqui49t,,w&ter,where
soil deposition

has occurred and where many aquatics

The Provo River because of its

\,_

bilities

have become established.

size and drainage area has many more possi-

for plant migration into its lower reaches which is.the

section
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that is being compared to the American Fork River.
During the course of the research
several

further

to the writer.
f'loating

problems relative

to aquatic

The environmental

requirements

could be further

aquatics
Specific

differences

waters and those of artesian

through a widespread analysis

mineral ions needed for plant

should be sought among sites
sources.

of this

the osmotic pressure

class

Also, careful

of aquatics

soils

with surface

comparisons should
and granitic

explained

was determined at many of these sites.

Perhaps

growth of certain

conditions

would prove instructive.
aquatics

species

stated,

Such data would help explain the

from Lehi Pond and Utah Lake.

of other aquatics

Competitive roles
also hasn't

effects

investigation.

abundant and periodic

As was
to be

The extent to which its rapid growth reduces the abundance

and frequency of submerged aquatics

elevate

needs further

only cladophora was sufficiently

significant.

if

through a range of osmotic pressure

The problem of the extent to which algal periodicity
the distribution

soils.

could be further

laboratory

absence of certain

have occurred

of the submerged and

be made between streams which drain calcareous

The distribution

of the data

plant distribution

delineated

of the waters of the region for specific
growth.

and evaluation

was not quantitatively

determined.

of eladophora toward lemna and other floating

aquatics

been examined other than to note that eladophora filaments

such plants

the dead calcareous

out of the water where they die and become a part of
cast commonto cladophora on its upper surface.

Of the free-noating
a subject

for further

study.

certainly

not a comparatively

aquatics,

Spirodela

poly:rhiza appears to be

The species has an area frequency of Ool59
low figure,

yet it was never observed to

be more than occasiona:L in abundance at any site.

Whether this observation
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of competition,

can be explained by factors
growth and reproductive

adaptations

It would be interesting

to investigate

to special

sites

Perhaps the most fruitful
etudy relates
certain

the causes for the very

Lemn! cyelostasa

and Urtricularia

They all made very abundant growth where present,

to be restricted

to Utah Lake.

physical

controls

but they seemed

offering

favorable

research

topic suggested by the entire

Preparatory

physical

conditions.

to a time when man will establish

over conditions

in the lake an investiga.tion

the seasonal and annual changee of the chemical characteristics
water should be made. The future

effects

shore diking could then be better

evaluated

features

in relationship

biologically

and lake

to specific

Only then could one

plan and prepare tor the time when the lake will again be a
fruitful

member of the wetlands of central

into

of Utah Lake

of sewage processing

of the lake important to the aquatiee.

confidenUy

or slow

is not know.

low frequency noted for 1!!!!l! trisulca,
~.

seasonal influences,

Utah.

CHAPTER
V
SUIOIARY

1.

or Central
2.

Aquatic Tascul.ar plants,

mosses, liTerworts

Utah were studied

at thirt7-three

stations.

The relationships

between certain

physical

and larger

ot

characteristics

and the presence and abundance ot the aquatic

the habitat

algae

plants was

investigated.

3.

Scirpus acutus. T;ypha lat~tolia

and

be the most abundant and widely distribute4
4.

The most abundant aquatic

with cool, non-stagnant

minor were tound to

aquatic

species.

plant populations

waters low in turbidity

were correlated

and ot mildly basic

characteristics.

5. The largest
the fewest aquatics
turbidity,

soluble

area ot water in the region,
in species

salt

Utah Lake, supported

and numbers probably due to the high

concentrations

and high hydrogen-ion

concentrations

found there.
6.

The total

number ot species

which included thirteen
algal

species,

three species

ot aquatic seed plants.
7.

s.

species

studied was one hundred and one

of mosses and aquatic

or the

Pteridophyta

Twelve species were associated
Twenty-three

species were quite
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liverworts,

and seventy-two

with a specific
general in their

thirteen
species

environment.
distribution.
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ABSTRACT

A study of the aquatic

plants

of the central

made by- means of a survey of some fifty
these

sites

thirty

three

stations

aquatic

in which the species

and environment

valuable

to the study as a whole.

vascular

plants,

sites.

were selected

measurement of the environment was made.

mosses, liverworts

Utah region was
From among

where quantitative

The sites

chosen were those

data

appeared to offer

present

Collections

and identifications

and the larger

of all

algp.e at each site

were made.
The study disclosed
were generally

thirteen

important

species

Pteridophyta
different

the presence

and seventy- two species

in the study.

In total,

liverworts,
of aquatic

Most of the species

present

were made of water characteristics
speed and the concentrations

and hydrogen-ions
explaining

along the transect

the distribution

The habitats
their

three

seed plants

found to support

of

were measured

Analyses and observatemperature,

of soluble

salts,

to provide

information

dissolved

oxygen

usetul

in

present.

the fewest aquatics

water volume were Utah Lake, including

in twenty two

for eighty- five

such as turbidity,

of the species

of the

were included

at each station

transect.

that

also were

species

one hundred and one species

for :frequency and ab'IDldance along a belt
current

species

Included

Area wide :frequency data were obtained

these species.
tions

algal

members of the community.

of mosses and aquatic

families.

of thirteen

considering

lud Lake, Spanish Fork River,

and American Fork River.
and soluble

salt

High water turbidity

concentrations

and high hydrogen-ion

seem most responsible

for this

The Spanish Fork River has been highly disturbed

tion.

to st.reambank erosion
provided a rather
for the aquatics
minerals

in its

upper reaches.

needed by aqua.tics.

generally

It was also possibly
Aquatic species

unsuited

lacking

in some

were observed in greatest

abundance and diversity

along the Provo River drainage

artesian

ponds and streams associated

water supplied

.for years due

The American Fork River

cold and fast water ha.bi tat,
of' the region.

condi-

and in the
with the valley

fioor.
The most widely distributed
acutus and TfPha lati.f'olia.
nearl7

Lemna minor showed an ephemeral abundance

equal to these species.

Chara was the most widely noted alga.

family was represented

The lajadaceae
very abundant.
.f'oliosus,

and abundant aqua.tics were Scirpus

The more important

The rare

aquatics

Riccioearpus

natans,

autumnal.is,

Callitriche

many of which were

members 0£ the family include
Potamogeton pectinatus,

Potamogeton latifolius,

palustris.

by ten species

and ZannicheJ.lia

in the area included Riccia :fluitsis,

present

Lemna c;y:clostasa,
palustris,

Potamogeton

Lemna trisulca,

Elatine

triandra

Callitriche
and Urtricularia

minor,
A total

large

nmber

of thirty

or stations,

three

species

ranging

obtain some data about the physical
ment that

exert

control

grew best in waters
concentration

over their

were studied

from three

at a sufficiently

to seventeen

and chemical features
distribution.

that were relatively

in nmber,

to

of the environ-

In general,

the species

clear with a hydrogen-ion

from 7.2 to 8.5 and where the dissolved

minerals

did not

a:ceed about 600 ppm.

Stagnant

habitai for very tew species.
eightf-five

degrees

were largely

waters

were fo1111dto provide a 'Sui table

Waters having a temperature
tree

of aquatic

vegetation.
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